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I. Introduction

At this point, the record is clear beyond any doubt that Boeing has been injured and faces

a continuing threat of material injury from Bombardier’s actions. indeed, every statement made

and every action taken by Bombardier, Delta, and Canada since the Commission’s preliminary

injury determination have confirmed for the Commission, many times over, the correctness of

that determination. Remarkably, these open concessions continued right up to and through the

entirety of the final hearing, where Respondents had no choice but to, and did, concede the

critical issues in this case.

Bombardier’s concessions—and powerful record evidence—have made the

Commission‘s final determination straightforward. The C Series competes against the 737-700

(the “-700”) and MAX 7 and no other Boeing airplane. Bombardier has illegally dumped its

heavily subsidized airplanes into the U.S. at astonishingly-low, below-cost prices, This has

materially harmed, and will continue to materially harm, the -700 and MAX 7 programs. And,

absent duties, significant imports will come into the U.S. from Canada. Based upon these now

indisputable facts, Boeing respectfully requests an affirmative ruling in this case.

Bombardier’s Hail-Mary “proposed” venture with Airbus to hijack this Commission’s

proceedings and circumvent U.S. trade laws, with its notional Alabama facility, itself constitutes

an obvious concession that Respondents cannot win on the merits of this case. At this point, the

proposed Airbus venture is the whole of Respondents’ case. Respondents rely on the future

possibility of an Alabama facility to contend there will be no»/zero—'~—subjectimports and thus

no harm to Boeing. But there is no Alabama facility at all and, indeed, it is highly unlikely there

ever will be. The entire venture is, transparently, a sham to circumvent U.S. duties. There is

quite literally, at this point, nothing more than a public announcement of this “proposed”
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Under these circumstances, there is simply no cognizable evidence this Commission

properly could even consider. In fact, Bombardier itself took this veryposition, that its

proposed venture withAirbus is so remote and speculative that it could not even be considered

relevant, before the Department of Commerce (“Commerce”), which has primary

responsibilityfor determining the scope of these proceedings. Commerce not only agreed, but

ruled that the appropriate time and forum for such a consideration would be an anti

circumvention or scope proceeding after orders are entered? Accordingly, the unconsummated

venture between Bombardier and Airbus, and the entirely notional proposed Alabama facility,

are irrelevant as a matter of law to these proceedings.3

Recognizing (and acknowledging) that Bombardier cannot succeed on the merits in this

proceeding, Canada and the United Kingdom have now initiated a global campaign to punish

Boeing for even having brought this case before the Commission. As the Commission is no

doubt aware, Canada recently canceled a national security defense contract for Boeing F-18s

valued at over five billion dollars. And, most recently, in an extraordinarily brazen letter“

delivered to Boeing’s Chairman, President, and CEO, literally while this Commission's hearing

was taking place——Canadaand the United Kingdom have threatened to deny Boeing all future

1 [

]. See Bombardier Brief, “I00-/50 Seat Large
CivilAircraftfi"om Canada—-lnv.Nos. 70/-T/L578 & 73]-TA-I368 (Final): Pre-Hearing Brief(Dec. 12,20l7)
“Bombardier Prehearing Brief,“ Exhibit 4, [ plat I0
l2.
2See 100- to I50-Sea! Large Civil /lircraftfrom Canada: Final /lflirmative Determination 0fSales at Less Than
Fair Value, Fed. Reg. (lnt‘l Trade Admin.) and accompanying Issues and Decision Memorandum (“Commerce AD
l&D Memo”) at 43.
3 Since the final hearing, there have been public reports that Boeing is in discussions concerning a possible
transaction with Embraer. These reports, too, are legally irrelevant to these proceedings, and for the same essential
reasons. Should the Commission decide to consider the Airbus joint venture in any way, however, Boeing requests
permission to fully briefthe Embraer matter. To the extent the Embraer matter would be relevant here, it would be
powerfully relevant, if not dispositive, in Boeing‘s favor and to such an extent that these proceedings would be
rendered fundamentally unfair were this Commission to consider the Airbusjoint venture and not the Embraer
matter.
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defense work in both nations, unless this case is withdrawn.“ Injudicial, quasi-judicial, and

administrative tribunals across the United States, such efforts to interfere with the integrity of

this Commission’s proceedings through coercion and direct threats would, as they should here,

alone give rise to dispositive adverse inferences on the merits of the instant proceeding.

ll. As Bombardier Has Conceded and Commerce Has Ruled, the Mobile “Solution” Is
Legally Irrelevant

At the final hearing, unsurprisingly, essentially the entirety of Respondents’ argument

was that Bombardier’s proposed venture with Airbus and its proposed facility in Mobile,

Alabama, will eliminate all subject imports, imminent or otherwise. This is a clear admission

that Bombardier has no viable arguments left on the merits of this case. Indeed, the very reason

and purpose of the hastily-completed, hastily~announced Mobile “plan” was to frustrate these

proceedings, circumvent the U.S. trade laws, and prevent the imposition of duties.5

But not even a month ago, in its intentional and most significant record concession in the

entire case, Bombardier urged Commerce to completely disregard the joint venture (“JV”) in the

AD/CVD proceedings, insisting that “it would be improper for the Department to consider the

proposed transaction in making determinations in the LCA AD and CVD investigations,”

because the “proposed transaction has not been finalized yet and determinations based on it

would be speculative.”6 Commerce of course agreed, ruling just last week that because there

was not “detailed information regarding the production process that would result from the

planned partnership between Bombardier and Airbus . . . it would be premature to conduct an

analysis or reach a determination where relevant information is not on the record and the planned

“ See Letter to Boeing from the Governments ofCanada and the United Kingdom (Dec. I8, 20l7), attached as
Exhibit l.
5See Alain Bellemare, President and CEO, & John Di Bert, Senior VP and CFO, Bombardier, “Partnering to Realize
the C Series’ Full Potential: Bringing Together Bombardiefs Innovative Aircraft and Airbus’ Global Reach and
Scale," at slide 6 (Oct. l6, 2017) (Boeing l2/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 7).
" See Bombardier Brief, “Antidumping and Countervailing Investigations of 100- to I50-Seat Large Civil Aircraft
ti-om Canada: Brief on the Proposed Transaction” (Nov. I3, 2017), at 8.
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partnership has yet to be finalized”? Instead, significantly for this proceeding, Commerce ruled

that the appropriate forum to address the issue is a circumvention proceeding, after orders are

entered, at which point Commerce can analyze the precise nature of what might occur in Mobile,

if anything. Like Commerce, the Commission should refuse to consider the proposed Airbus

venture until, at the earliest, a sunset review after orders are entered, at which point the

Commission can consider actual facts, if any, rather than rank speculation.

The Commission should adhere to its longstanding practice of discounting a respondent’s

“tentative and indefinite” plans to establish a U.S. production facility.8 By every measurem

including Respondent’s own admissionwthe Mobile scheme is “tentative and indefinite.” In

announcing the proposed JV, Bombardier and Airbus made clear that the transaction would not

close, if at all, until the second halfof2Ol 8. In other words, the Commission will not know—for

almost a year—whether there even will be a deal at all. Indeed, just two months ago,

Bombardier warned the investing public that “{t}here are no guarantees that the transaction will

be completed,” “there can be no assurance that the proposed transaction will occur” and it listed

over halfa page of material risks that could completely derail the project. As Commissioner

Broadbent pointed out, the regulatory approval process for the Airbus JV gives Bombardier a

“huge out,” ifit even needs one for this proposed deal for which it will only be paid $1.

No litigant—including Bombardier—can be permitted to tell another agency of the U.S.

Government in the very same proceeding (Commerce), regulators, and the investing public that

the JV and Mobile are too speculative to be relied on, only to turn around and ask this

Commission, literally days later, to base its entire ruling on the unsupported and insupportable

7See Commerce AD l&D Memo.at 43.
KCertain Laser Light-Scattering lnstrumentsfivm Japan, lnv. N0. 73l-TA-455 (Final), USITC Pub. 2328 (Nov.
i990) at 24 11.90.
° Hearing Transcript, “l0O- to I50-Seat Large Civil Aircraft from Canada” (Dec. l8, 2017) at 295 (Broadbent)
(“Hearing Tr").
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promise that Mobile will imminently not only come to be, but entirely eliminate any possibility

of subject imports. As Commerce has already recognized at Bombardier’s own urging, the JV

and any follow-on Mobile plans are far too speculative to be afforded any legal significance.

Even if one were to assume extra-legally that the JV will eventually be finalized and

would ultimately decide to place work in Mobile, it would take literally years even to prepare to

build airplanes in Mobile. It takes years to plan and build an airplane production line. Notably,

it took Airbus four years to begin only thefinishing of airplanes in Mobile. As Vice Chairman

lohanson noted, there has not even been “movement of machines or din yet in Mobile as a result

of the {proposed} joint venture.” There hasn‘t even been a “ribbon cutting.”1° Nor will there be

any time soon. Bombardier acknowledges that such steps are impossible at the very least until it

obtains the necessary regulatory approvals for the JV.“ And Bombardier characterized even the

prospect of obtaining those approvals as “speculative.”‘2 As a result, it will literally be years

from now—at the soonest—bet'ore any work could start in Mobile, if there ever is work

performed there on the C Series.

lt is no surprise of course that the inchoate Mobile scheme is, at this point, at best

“tentative and indefinite." For, it will never be more than this. Both common and economic

sense tell the Commission that a second-line production facility in Mobile will never be built.

Bombardier already plans to ramp-up production to produce 120 units per year in Mirabel alone

This production capacity is more than enough to produce the 250 not-at-risk C Series orders that

exist today.” In fact, it is more than enough to meet the anticipated 20-year global demand for

‘OId. at 280 (lohanson).
" la’. at 280 (Aranoff).
'3 Id. at Z94 (Lichtenbaum) (explaining that Bombardier had described thejoint venture as “speculative” at
Commerce, because of“uneertainty related to the regulatory requirements, i.e., the anti-trust approvals”).
‘KId. at 55 (Nickelsburg); Boeing Brief, “l0O- to 150-Seat Large Civil Airerafi‘ from Canada, lnv. Nos. 701-TA-578
& 731-TA-1368 (Final); Boeing’s Prehcaring Brief, (“Boeing l2/12 Prehcaring Brief‘) Exhibit 13, Aftidavit of
[ ], paras. 5-6.
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the C Series.“ Thus, a production line in Mobile would entail a wholly unjustified expenditure

of hundreds of millions of dollars that will never be made. N0 business would ever build a

second line in Mobile for production of the C Series——letalone Airbus.

In its prehearing brief, Bombardier argued that, in Stainless Steel Plate from Belgium,

Italy, Korea, South Africa, and Taiwan, the Commission previously relied on a respondent’s

“planned investment in the United States to issue a negative determination.”'5 That case is

plainly inapposite. In Plate, the project in question was well underway at the time of the

Commission’s determination. Among other things, the first phase of construction was

complete»-indeed, respondents had already started production."‘ The ITC also found that the

Italian respondcnfs U.S. operation did not “require{} (much less ‘rel{y} on’)” imports of subject

merchandise from Italy for its production. Here, by contrast, not only is the project not

underway and production not already started, there is not even a “project” yet; there is not even a

deal that would entail a project. Moreover, unlike in Plate, Bombardier would have to import

partially assembled aircrafi from Canada for assembly in Alabama, if it ever does any work in

Mobile. Last, Plate was not even an initial review of material injury or threat, as here; it was a

sunset review, meaning that the Commission had five years of evidence regarding the

respondent’s actual market behavior under the shadow of the orders, as opposed to what the

Commission would have here, were it to consider the Bombardier-Airbus JV.

III. Bombardier and Delta Concede That the C Series Competes with the -700 and
MAX 7

The Comrnission’s pointed questions at the hearing forced Respondents to concede

however reluctantly—that C Series aircraft compete with the -700 and MAX 7 in the 100- to

'4See Boeing I2/12 Prehearing Briefat 41 n.l83.
'5 Bombardier Prehearing Brief at I0 n.22.
'6 See Stainless Steel Platef/"om Belgium, Italy, Korea, South Africa, and Taiwan, lnv. Nos. 701-TA-379, 73l-TA
788, 73 l~TA~79(),731-TA-79l, 73l-TA—792-793 (Second Review), USITC Pub. 4248 (Aug. 201 I) at l6-l7, ll-4.
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150-seat market.” Bombardier conceded that Boeing designed the MAX 7 “to be able to serve

this {small single aisle} market”l8 and that “it is not unusual for an A-319 or a Max 7 to be in the

discussion” for a competition with the C Series“) When Chairman Schmidtlein pressed

Respondents, “I guess you’re saying that the C Series never competes with the Max 7,” counsel

for Delta stated: “No,” “what l’m saying is that the CS-100 is 109 seat plane . . . .”20 In its pre

hearing brief, Bombardier admitted that airlines “cross shop” the C Series and the “737-700 or

MAX 7.”2‘ And not even Bombardier disputes that the CS300 (for which Delta acquired rights

to purchase up to ninety) and the MAX 7, separated by fewer than ten seats, directly compete.”

These concessions eliminate any doubt that the -700 and MAX 7 compete with the C Series.”

These admissions are unsurprising. Record evidence indisputably shows that the CSIOO

and the -700 competed head-to-head at United Airlines, with Boeing winning—a1beit at severely

depressed prices. Bombardier agrees with this, admitting that the CS100 and -700 competed on

price in the United campaign, with Bombardier’s dumped pricing forcing Boeing to “use{ } cut

rate pricing" to win the campaign.“ Bombardier attempts to blunt the devastating implications

of these facts by belatedly inventing a legally irrelevant “sweetheart deal” story. Bombardier

contends that its CS1OOoffering was supposedly “in the lead and would be selected” until "out

*7At the same time, Bombardier went to great lengths to distract from competition between the C Series and the
737~700 and MAX 7. At the Hearing, a Bombardier executive testilied that he “made up the concept ofthe 100 to
150~seatsegment for marketing purposes.” This is incorrect. Compare Hearing Tr. at 185 (Mitchell), with Global
Competitiveness 0/'U.S. Advanced-Technology Manufacturing Industries.‘ Large Civil /tircrafr. USITC Pub. 2667
(Aug. 1993) at 4-3 (“Boeing competes in five LCA product niChcS.")ur1(/fa’.at n.l7 (“These market segments can
be defined roughly as 100-150 seats, 150-180 seats, 180-250 seats, 250~350 seats, and 350-500 seats”).
‘3Hcaring'1“r. at 227 (Dewar).
1°Id. at 236 (Mitchell).
Z0Id. at 234 (Schmidtlein and Baisburd) (emphasis added).
1' Bombardier Prehearing Brief at 62; see also Flight Ascend Expert Report, at 17 (Attachment A to Bombardier
Prchearing Brief).
22See /'d., Attachment A, F1ightAscend Report at 9, 33.
Z3See Benjamin Katz, Airbus Pledges to Put C Series Ahead 0fA3/9 in Sales Push, Bloomberg (Oct. 18, 2017)
(Boeing 12/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 5).
2”‘I00-I0 I50-Sear Large Civz'lAircrafifr0m Canada, lnv. Nos. 701-TA-578 and 731-TA-1368 (Preliminary),
USITC Pub. 4702 (June 2017) (“Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702"), at 32 n.226.
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of nowhere Boeing swooped in and offered United a deal too good to refuse on 737—700s.”25

Bombardier’s account is false. [

127 United

switched its -700 orders to 737~800s and MAX 9s in November 2016 because it installed new

management, with a new lleet strategy, in July 2016.28 [

].3l

In short, United did not get a sweetheart deal.” But the CSIOOdid depress 737-700 prices in a

head-to—headcompetition.

Delta and Bombardier outright conceded other key facts as to the United campaign that

further confirm that the -700, the MAX 7, and the CSIOO all compete in the same market.

Specifically, Delta’s Senior VP admitted that United, after substituting out of its -700s, has “been

out in the market looking at used aircraft, much as we were in this case, usedA319s in

particular," with B0mbardier’s VP of Commercial Operations adding that United is also in

Z5Hearing Tr. at l87-188 (Mitchell),
2“ See [

].
Z7See id.

3*See David Koenig, United Airlines ls on the O_}§’ens1'veUm/er New Pres1'denlSc0lt Kirby, Skift (Feb. 27, 2017),
attached as Exhibit 2; Attachment A, Response to Question l.
2°Affidavit of[ ], para, 9 (Petition Exhibit I01).
3"Id, para. 10.
3‘See Attachment A, Response to Question I.
32Affidavit ofi L paras. 8-9 (Petition Exhibit 10]).
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discussions with Bombardier “about what {United} would like to do in that space.”33 So, United

has now competed three airplanes in the 100- to 150-seat market to fill the same need: the

CS100, the -700, and now the A319. This actual competition is yet further proofthat the CSl00

and the -700 directly compete.“

IV. B0mbardier’s Concessions Prove That the Domestic Like Product Includes Only the
-700 and MAX 7

Bombardier attempted at the hearing to confuse the Commission’s like-product inquiry

by arguing, on the one hand, that competition is attenuated between the C Series and the -700

and MAX 7, and on the other hand, that Bocing’s MAX 8, 9, and 10 should somehow be

included in the product that is “like or, in the absence of like, most similar in characteristics to,”

the C Series.“ When pressed by Chairman Schmidtlein to reconcile the obvious inconsistency in

these assertions, Bombardier’s counsel tellingly had to admit that it was “a bit ofa brain teaser,”

and “the wrong question to be asking.”3" Indeed, Bombardier’s contradictory assertions are “a

brainteaser,” but Chairman Schmidtlein was not asking the wrong question. Bombardier’s

position is both irreconcilable and wrong, as the Chairman obviously understood.

As discussed above, Bombardier admits that the -700 and MAX 7 compete against the C

Series. Bombardier likewise concedes that “the C Series presents no competitive threat

whatsoever to the MAX 8, 9, and l0 . . . .”37 By emphatically separating the C Series from

Boeing’s larger single aisle LCA, while simultaneously conceding that the -700 and MAX 7

33Hearing Tr‘ at 260 (Mitchell).
3“The facts ofthe United campaign are consistent with the Preliminary Determination’s conclusion that “there is a
moderate-to-high degree ofsubstitutability between domestically-produced 100- to 150-seat LCA and Canadian
produced 100- to I50-seat LCA.” See Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702 at 26. lt is also consistent with
the evidence that price is an important factor in purchasing decisions, and that customers use net present value
(NPV) calculations to monetize non-price differences between models and identify the price discounts necessary for
producers to make the customer indifferent as to its purchase decision.
*‘5See Hearing Tr. at 230 (Schmidtlein). See also 19 U.S.C. l677(10).
3°See Hearing Tr. at 229, 231 (Aranofi).
37See Bombardier Prehearing Brief at 39; see also Bombardier Investor and Analyst Day, Bloomberg Transcript
(Dec 14, 2017) (“Thcre‘s a great strategic fit right now between the C Series, the CS100, C8300 and the A320,
A32l."), attached as Exhibit 3.
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compete with the C Series, Bombardier itself has offered the Commission the proof that the —70O

and MAX 7 are the only domestic products that are “like” the C Series.

Other record evidence-—~ineludingsignificant differences in price, operating parameters,

demand, competitive landscape, and physical characteristics-only buttresses this conclusion.”

Indeed, the [TC has never before expanded the domestic like product where there are only two

models of a large capital good that meet the scope definition, each developed at great expense to

be used differently by different customers, and separated from out-of-scope domestic products

by million-dollar price differences. It should not do so now.

V. B0mbardier’s Concessions Easily Meet the Non-Negligible-lmports Criterion

The Commission “shall not treat imports as negligible ifit determines that there is a

potentia1”--not a certainty; merely a possibility39»~“that imports . . . will imminently account

for more than 3 percent of the volume of all such merchandise imported into the United

States."4° The facts here easily clear this hurdle.

For starters, Bombardier admitted in its questionnaire responses that it will export [ ]

units ofthe subject merchandise to the U.S. in 2018, [ l in 2019, [ ] in 2020, [ ] in 2021,

and [ ] in 2022.4‘ In its pre-hearing brief, Bombardier tried to renege on these crucial

concessions, saying that they were based on “expectations before the Airbus deal.”42 But

Bombardier made these admissions to the Commission over a month after it announced its JV

with Airbus and the Mobile scheme. Given that, there is every reason for the Commission to

consider them“ These admissions alone firmly establish apotentia! for non-negligible imports.

-isSee Boeing l2/12 Prehearing Briefat 20-39; Flight Ascend Expert Report, at 9, 44 (Attachment A to Bombardier
Prehearing Brief).
3°See Oxford English Dictionary (3d 2006) (defining “potential” as “possible as opposed to actual”).
4°See l9 C.F.R. l677(24)(A)(iv).
"' Bombardier Foreign Producers’/Exporters’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question ll-l la.
“'1Bombardier Prehearing Brief at 15.
"3In any event, for the reasons outlined above, this Commission should totally discount Bombardier’s argument that
its notional Mobile plans absolutely ensure that there will never be imports from Canada. There is nojolnt venture.
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Second, Bombardier conceded at the hearing that the C Series planes designated for Delta

are either currently in production or already completed, and Delta confirmed that it has no legal

right to refuse their delivery. That too establishes per se a possibility of non-negligible imports.

Third, even if Delta and Bombardier renegotiate their contract in an attempt to game the

Commission yet again, the Commission should ignore this petition~induced change, as it has in

the past and for the reasons it has in the past/*4 A contract that can be rcnegotiated to defer

deliveries can just as easily be re-renegotiated to revert to the original delivery schedule once the

threat of duties has passed.

Fourth, Bombardier has admitted that it is in talks with several U.S. airlines for C Series

sales, including I‘ T45 [

].‘l" JetBlue and Spirit have even told this

Commission they are interested in buying C Series airplanes absent duties.“ The Commission

has no assurances-—-nonc—~fromthose airlines that they will not seek deliveries from Canada in

the imminent future, especially in the absence of duties. And ofcourse, they would.

Finally, Bombardier has now told the Commission that it intends to import large portions

of the aircral’t—includingfully assembled sections of the fuselage-into the U.S. Since the

orders in these cases will cover “partially assembled airplanes,” there is, as a matter of

stipulation, a “potential” that Commerce will conclude that such imports fall within the scope of

orders, meaning the negligibility threshold is easily satisfied on that basis alone.

There is no Mobile facility. There is no Mobile line. Nothing. To base a negligibility finding on assurances about
Mobile»-especially when Bombardier has told Commerce and the investing public that its joint venture with Airbus
may never happen~—wouldbe nothing short ofreversible error.
‘llSee, e.g., Hand Trzzc/csand Certain Parts Thereoffrom China, lnv. No. 73 l~TA-l059 (Final), USITC Pub. 3737
(Nov. 2004) at 18 n. l27.

:2 Boeing l2/12 Prehcaring Brief at 92.
l l~

‘llJetBlue Letter to the Commission (Sept. 24, 2017); Spirit Airlines Letter to the Commission (Aug. 8, 2017).
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VI. The Act’s Threat Provisions Require a Remedy in this Case

The record shows that Boeing is suffering material injury right now, at this moment,

because of the C Series’ adverse price effects, both within and beyond the United and Delta

campaigns.” The record also shows that, unless orders are issued, material injury will occur as

subject imports increase to significant levels in the imminent future, beginning in spring 2018.49

This easily satisfies the requirements for an affirmative threat of material injury determination.

Canada‘s argument to the contrary” rests on the spurious notion that Bombardier’s

“plan” to “produce” the C Series in Alabama—a “plan” admittedly devised to circumvent duties

in this case »»»»-will preclude significant subject imports within a timeframe that all parties agree is

imminent.“ Moreover, Canada’s argument is based on a misinterpretation of the statutory

language that, if accepted, would fundamentally transform the statutory scheme, by writing the

“sales for importation” provision out of the Act, and deny manufacturers of large capital goods

relief under the AD/CVD laws. Canada’s position is meritless, and it should be rejected for the

reasons detailed in response to Question 24.

VII. The Record Overwhelmingly Supports an Affirmative Threat Determination

ln its questionnaire responses, Bombardier admitted that it will export [

] ofC Series aircraft to the U.S. market starting in [ ], giving it dominant U.S.

market share from 2018-2022. It admitted to having excess, and growing, near-term capacity in

Mirabel.” It admitted that the U.S. market is critical to achieving its planned production ramp

up.53 And it admitted that the MAX 7 program is vulnerable, describing it as having “fail{ed} to

48See Affidavit ofl ], paras. 8-14 (Boeing l2/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).
4"See Boeing l2/l2 Prehearing Brief at 69-70.
5°Government ofCanada Brief, “l00- to 150-Seat Large Civil Aircraft from Canada Inv. Nos. "/Ol-TA-578 and
731-TA-1368 (Final): Prchearing Brief of the Govcmmcnt of Canada,” at 18-26 (“GOC Prchearing Brief”).
5' See infra Section II; Attachment A, Response to Question 24.
52Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702 at 24-25.
53See ict
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17)achieve commercial success '4 in an industry where “credible assurance” of an aircraft

rorram’s lon evit is necessar to attract“ ros ective urchasers” who “fear or han aircraftP is g Y Y P P

and low residual values.”55 What’s more, Commerce has now conclusively determined that

Bombardier is illegally dumping at astonishingly low, bclow~cost prices, imposing a final

dumping margin of nearly 80°/n—amargin rarely seen except in the most egregious of cases.

And, as proven in confidential information, those dumped prices are already causing

Boeing customers to demand steep price reductions on the MAX 7,56a market fact that will not

only continue, but increase in frequency. Specifically, after the C Series depressed 737-700

prices in the high-profile United campaign, [

].57 After Bombardier pushed market prices even lower at Delta, [

].59 As the Commission recognized, the only altemative to

such price reductions for the MAX 7 is to lose sales6°——avery real possibility, given

Bombardier’s aggressive ongoing U.S. sales campaigns.

5"Bombardier Prehearing Briefat 94. See also id. at 93 (“The Boeing 737 MAX 7 is the least efficient variant ofthe
Boeing 737 Max family and its current poor market performance is driven by the aircraft design and relatively
uncompetitive performance in the market generally?) (citing Flight Ascend Expert Report at 50).
55Bombardier Prchearing Brief at I3.
5°See Affidavit of[ J, paras. 8-I4 (Boeing l2/12 Prehcaring Brief Exhibit 2).
57See Affidavit of[ ], para. IO (Petition Exhibit 101); Attachment A, Question l l.
5“See Affidavit of[ ] (Boeing l2/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).
5°Purchaser Views, Declaration of[ ],
paras. 2-4 (Boeing 12/I2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 3).
"0Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702, at 33 (“Boeing will likely be forced to either reduce its own prices
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These concessions and powerful record facts leave nothing in dispute. In the absence of

orders, Boeing is absolutely certain to suffer additional material harm in the form either of lost

sales campaigns or sales won at severely depressed prices. Bombardier tries to avoid this

inescapable conclusion by claiming that its extreme dumping is only “launch” and “marquee.”

As a matter ofindisputable aerospace industry practice, that is wrong. The AD laws contain no

exception for strategic dumping, however named. In any event, Bombarclier’s illegal dumping

was not “launch” or “marquee” pricing. “Launch pricing” is not below—c0stpricing. But that

is what Bombardier did; it sold commercial aircraft to Delta at millions of dollars below its

own cost of manufacture.“ This is what is illegal.

Bombardier also questioned the certainty and frequency of the price transmission

mechanism, which facilitates and hastens the harm to Boeing. But Bombardier and its own

experts contradicted this argument at the hearing. Delta’s Senior VP testified that he routinely

hears “whispers in the market” about airline pricing, and that Delta “heard the rumored price that

United was going to pay for the 700 . . T62 ln the United campaign, [

]_63

Bombardier’s consultants at Flight/Xscend touted their ability to estimate the “typical delivery

price for new aircraft.”(’4 [ ].(‘5

What’s more, as the Commission noted, “Boeing was able to estimate [ ] Delta’s price

to win sales, thereby causing a significant depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices, or else lose the
sales”).
“' See Hearing Tr. at 132-135 (Nickelsburg); Attachment A, Response to Question 12.
“f Hearing Tr. at 239-240 (May).
6"Affidavit of[ ], paras. 5-9 (Petition Exhibit l0l).
""See Flight Ascend Expert Report, at 44 (Attachment A to Bombardier Prehearing Brief).
05

[

]. See[
]; Affidavit of[ j, para. 6 (Boeing l2/I2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

-14



per aircraft on its purchase of CSl00s from Bombardier using public information, as were other

market participants.”°6 These sources make clear the obvious: price transmission exists in this

market, as it does in every other competitive market for large capital goods.

'l‘he notional Mobile plan does nothing whatsoever to undermine the threat; in fact, it

confirms the threat. The Commission must base its threat determination on “whether material

injury by reason of imports would occur unless an order is issued or a suspension agreement is

accepted.”67 In this case, absent orders, Bombardier would revert to its pre-petition plan of

meeting U.S. demand with C Series aircraft from the Mirabel facility. Bombardier’s assertion

that U.S. airlines will not purchase airplanes from Canada absent orders is unbelievable and

uncorroborated and, if accepted, would apply to every case that comes before the Commission.

Section 1677(7)(I) allows the Commission to discount, in its threat determination,

“artificially low demand for subject imports" where the change “is related to the pendency of the

investigation.” The legislative history of this provision makes clear Congress intended for the

Commission to presume that any change in data concerning imports or their effects subsequent to

the filing ofthe petition is related to the pendency of the investigation.“ In this case,

Bombardier and GOC are disingenuously arguing that the Mobile scheme will in fact depress

demand for subject imports to zero. Consistent with the statutory scheme, the Commission

should——~—andmust~~~simply ignore that asserted reduction as unquestionably related to the filing

of this case.

Respectfully submitted,4 Ml’/‘4
’@€e1t T. Novick
WILMER CUTLER PICKERING HALE & DORR LLP
Counsel to The Boeing Company

6°Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702, at 28.
6’ 19 u.s.c. § l677(7)(F)(ii).
"8Statement of/Xdministrative Action, HR. Doc. No. 103’-I316,at 853~54 (1994); HR. Rep. lO3-826(1), at 75~76
(1994).
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Ouestions from Chairman Sehmidtlein

1. Well, my question really is now about when United converted to those larger aircraft
did the fact that you —~you know you allege that there was lost revenue from the
downward pricing pressure from the Delta sale on this United campaign. Did that flow
through to what United had to pay in terms of -- you know they paid more for the
bigger plane? Did that have an effect on what United paid for those larger planes? (Tr.
at 92:15-22)

The extraordinarily low pricing that Boeing was forced to offer United on 737-700s [

] through to the larger airplanes when United later chose to convert to 737-800$ and 737

MAX 9s. Bombardier contends that Boeing gave United a “sweetheart deal on larger planes in

exchange for keeping out the C Series,” describing the timing ofUnited’s conversion to larger

single aisle LCA as “highly suspect."‘ The record evidence directly contradicts these

allegations. United ordered a total of 65 737-700s in January and March 2016 at a per-aircraft

price of [ ].

Pursuant to a decision announced in November 2016, United substituted from -700s to 4 737

800s and 61 737 MAX 9s at [

], respectively. The prices for the substituted 737-800$ and 737 MAX 9s were

determined according to [

].

Boeing’s involvement in the United campaign began in [

' Bombardier Prehearing Briefat (>1-62.

3Sec Aftidavit otil ], para. 6 (Petition Exhibit 10 l).
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Boeing made its first offer [

l5

By [

].7 It is Boeing’s understanding that [

], contrary to Bombardier’s assertion that United only wanted a plane with

100 seats.8 The combination of the [ ], together with a

price depressed by competition with the CSl0O, led United to conclude that Boeing’s offer for

the 737-700 was more attractive than Bombarclier’s offer for the CS lO(),and it ordered the

Boeing aircraft. Had the C Series not competed for the United sale, Boeing expects that [

]. Boeing

3 See id.

4See Boeing U.S. Producers‘ Questionnaire Response (Preliminary), Question IV-6'

5See Affidavit 0f[ ], para. 7 (Petition Exhibit I01).

” See it/,, paras. 7-8.

7Sec it/., para. 8.

3See Hearing Tr. at I87 (Mitchell) (“United told us that the CSIOO was too big for its needs. In response, we
offered a smaller version, the CSIOO lite"); id. at 257 (Aranoff) (“Well you’ll remember that Boeing, from what Mr
Mitchell tcstitied earlier this afternoon, that when Bombardier went in to United, United told them that they were
looking for ~ that the CSIOO was too big, that they were looking for a 100 seater and Bombardier offered a CS l00
lite that was, you know, configured with lOOseats . . Y’).
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also would have avoided [

]. And that was before Bombardier depressed market prices further with its even

more aggressive pricing at Delta a few months later.

Bombardier is now attempting to rewrite history by framing the United campaign as a

competition solely between itself and Eml)f21€l'.9Contrary to Bombardier’s assertions, Boeing

did not “swoop in” at the last minute to block Bombardier from the U.S. marketlo Tellingly,

Bombardier has failed to specify when it first became involved in the United campaign, let alone

provide any evidence proving that it made an offer to United prior to Boeing’s [

] offer of737-700s. [

Lit

Moreover, Bombardier’s assertions that the timing of United‘s subsequent decision to

convert the 737-700 order to larger planes was “highly suspect” is ridiculous and has no

connection to reality.” Boeing and United finalized the 737-700 firm orders in January and

March 2016.” Five months later, in August 2016, United hired a new President, who began

implementing a new strategy ofup-gauging United’s fleet to focus on different product

9See Hearing Tr. at 187 (Mitchell); id. at 257 (Aranoft).

“See Hearing 'l‘r. at 187 (Mitchell) (“ln the United sales campaign, Boeing had not been on an_vone"sradar.
Boinbardiefs competition from the start was Embraer. . . . We believed we were in the lead and would be selected.
Then out of nowhere we heard that Boeing swooped in and offered United a deal too good to refuse on 737-700$, an
older airplane far too large to satisfy United‘s request for a 100-seaterf’); id. at 258 (Aranoft) (“Boeing had swooped
in out ofnowhere, made a very low~priced offer. and that United had signed a contract for 737-7005.“).

'1 See [ ].

'3Cjf Bombardier Prehearing Briefat 6!-62.

*5See Boeing U.S. Producers’ Questionnaire Response (Preliminary). Question IV-6.

1__)_
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markets. 14 [

]. ln November 2016,

United announced that it was substituting out of the sixty-five 737-700s into four 737-800s and

sixty-one 737 MAXs,'5 at [ ].'(‘

Bombardier’s argument also completely ignores Airbus’ role in the market, as Airbus [

]l7 and United has since been looking for used

A3 l9s to fill the hole left by its decision to up-gauge to larger aircraft, which Delta confirmed at

the Hearing.” No one disputes that the A319 and the Boeing 737-700 and MAX 7 directly

compete. Moreover, Bombardier confirmed at the Hearing that United is in the market to refill

its need for 100- to 150-seat aircraft and that it is in discussions with Bombardier about the C

Series.”

In sum, Bombardier’s “sweetheart deal” story is a fiction; the extremely low pricing that

Boeing was "Forcedto offer for the 737-700 [ ] the pricing of the larger Boeing

airplanes that United ended up taking. This is demonstrated by the fact that [

“lSee, e.g., David Koenig, I./'rziret//lir/mes ls on the Oj/‘énsive Under New President Scot! Kirby, Skift (Feb. 27,
2017), attached as Exhibit 2 (“Delta and American Airlines Group Inc. have been adding flights, often on bigger
planes, between major cities. Not United. ‘We’ve been shrinking and our competitors have been growing at our
expense,’ says Scott Kirby, whojumped from president ofAmerican Airlines to the samejob at United in August.
‘We’re going back on offcnsc.”‘); Mark Nensel, United Airlines converts 737-700s order t0 -800$, -MAXversi0i1.s',
Air Transport World (Nov. 15, 20 l6) (Petition Exhibit 39) (“‘The realignment ofour order book shitts our focus to
ensuring our capital investments support earnings growth,’ United EVP and CFO Andrew Levy said. . . . United’s
initiatives announced during the investor Day presentation were designed to ‘{improve} network connectivity and
revenue management, {broaden} product segmentation and {introduce} additional customer enhancements," the
company said”); Boeing US. Producers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question ll-I2.

'5 See Mark Nensel, Ur:/‘/edAir/Ines converts 737-700$ order /0 -800$, -MAX versio/1.x,Air Transport World (Nov.
l5, 2016) (Petition Exhibit 39). [

].

”‘See Affidavit of , ara. l0 (Petition Exhibit l0l).P

17See Afiidavit ol‘[ ], para. 6 (Petition Exhibit l0l).

'3 Hearing Tr. at 259 (May).

'° Hearing Tr. at 260 (Mitchell) (“lt‘s certainly the case that since the conversion ofthose 737 hundreds, United has
been in the media discussing the 100-seat aircraft requirement. And they have had discussions with the
manufacturers, both us and Embraer, about what the I would like to do in that s ace”).> P
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2. So I {want to} go back to this question of imminence and I {want to} careful that we
separate the discussion ofinjury and when the injury is occurring from this question of
when the imports may occur. S0 I feel like it's been a little bit conflated at points. But
the question about Whether or not there are going to be subject imports from Canada
imminently exceeding the negligibility standard, if we accept, for the sake of argument,
that the Delta planes are going to be built in Alabama, and they're not going to be
imported from Canada, regardless of the outcome of this case. Let's say we accept that
for the sake of argument. What is the substantial evidence that there will be other
imports from Canada that will imminently exceed the threshold, the negligibility
threshold? So if you take Delta off the table, what do you point to‘?(Tr. at 119:16 
120:6)

The statute states that the Commission “shall not treat imports as negligible if it

determines that there is a potential that imports from {a subject country} will imminently

account for more than 3 percent of the volume of all such merchandise imported into the United

States. . . .”2l The Statement of Administrative Action (SAA) accompanying the Uruguay Round

Agreements Act (“URAA”) explains that, in threat of material injury analyses, the Commission

is to “examine ‘actual’ as well as ‘potential’ import volumes.”22 Thus, the question before the

Commission is whether there is a “potential” that l()O-to 150-seat LCA from Canada will

imminently account for more than 3% of the total volume of imports.

Confidential evidence on the record demonstrates that there is a potential that imports of

100- to 150-seat LCA from Canada will imminently exceed the negligibility threshold of3% of

total imports. The [

1°See Affidavit of[ l, para. l0 (Petition Exhibit I01).

3' See 19 U.S.C. l677(24)(A)(iv) (emphasis added)‘

32Uruguay Round Agreements Act, Statement of Administrative Action, H.R. DOC4No. [O3-316, vol. I, at i027,
reprinted in I994 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4040, 4314 (hereinafter“SAA"); 19 U.S.C. § 35 l2(d) (“The statement of
administrative action approved by the Congress . . . shall be regarded as an authoritative expression by the United
States concerning the interpretation and application ofthe Uruguay Round Agreements and this Act in anyjudicial
proceeding in which a question arises concerning such interpretation or application.“).
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].23 Specifically, [

].24 Given that [

],25the data show that subject C Series imports will account for [ ] of total

100- to 150-seat LCA imports in [ ]. Bombardier acknowledged as much in its

discussion of volume effects in its pre-hearing brief, stating: “{t}he market share of subject

imports is zero and will remain zero until at least [ ]~and indefinitely j[Delta’s

planes are produced at the US. {final assembly line}72" The Commission should ignore

Bombardier’s seh°—ser\/ingassertion that “{t}he projections for U.S. deliveries from Quebec that

{it} provided in its {questionnaire} were based on the company”s expectations before the Airbus

deal.”27 ln reality, Bombardier tiled its questionnaire response on November 17th,which was a

full month qfier it announced the deal with Airbus (October 16“).

The Commission should also disregard Bombardier’s, Delta’s, and GOC’s claims that

Delta and Bombardier are in ongoing discussions to renegotiate the contract to defer the

deliveries currently scheduled for [ ].2XThere is no evidence on the record that the

negotiations will ever bc finalized.” Prior to the preliminary Commerce determinations, Delta’s

23 {

]; Boeing 12/'12 Prehearing Brief‘. at 70.

24 [

25 [ ]v

2°Bombardier Prehearing Brieliat 82 (emphasis added).

37Bombardier Prehearing Brief at I5 (emphasis omitted).

3*Q/' Bombardier Prehearing Brief l5; Delta Prchearing Brief at 3; GOC Prehearing Brief at 12.

29Hearing Tr. at 200-20l (May) (“Shortly alter Delta learned ofthis opportunity we began working to renegotiate
our CSIOO orders to allow U.S. production, although the final details have not been tinalized . . J’).

-6
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CEO confirmed in July 2017 that the airline had no intentions to “slow down any of the

deliveries . . . planned for the C Series.“30 Delta’s motivation to defer deliveries is plainly a

function of this case and will evaporate unless there are AD/CVD orders in place,

notwithstanding the alleged, undocumented, and obviously immaterial benefits of taking delivery

of aircraft in Mobile.“ Notably, Mr. May stated at the Hearing that “{i}t’s much easier to ship

seats and in-flight entertainment equipment to Mobile, Alabama than Hamburg, Gel/many”32;

Mr. May did not testify to the relative ease of shipping such equipment to Mirabel, Canada.”

Moreover, Delta admitted at the Hearing that it is contractually obligated to accept the

aircraft scheduled for delivery in [ ]. Mr. May testified: “it is true, what Bombardier

has indicated. We do not have a current commercial right to refuse, but {we’ve} made it clear

what our desires are and it is an open negotiatiOn.”34

Furthermore, even if Delta and Bombardier do finalize their negotiations and place

evidence to that effect on the record in January, as suggested at the Iiearing,35 a contract can just

as easily be renegotiated to revert to the original delivery schedule, if there are no AD/CVD

orders in place. As such, the Commission should not treat any petition-induced modifications to

the deliveries as probative to how either Delta or Bombardier will act in a world without the

3“See Event Brief of Q2 2017 Delta Air Lines lnc. Earnings Call ~ Final (FD Wire), at I7 (July I3, 20l7) (Boeing
l2/I2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 9).

3‘Cf Hearing 'l'r. at 20] (May) (“Given the choice we would prefer to take delivery ofaircraft in Alabama. There
are several advantages. The logistics ofarranging for buyer furnished equipment, for installation into the delivered
aircraft are significant. lt’s much easier to ship seats and in-flight entertainment equipment to Mobile, Alabama than
Hamburg, Germany. The logistics ofaireraft inspections and the involvement ofsenior management are made
substantially easier when we take delivery in /\labama.”).

33It/. (emphasis added).

ll See it/.

3"Hearing Tr. at 262 (;\/lay).

35Hearing Tr. at 25l (Aranofi) (“But we do encourage you ifyou want the latest ini'orniation on which to base your
determination that this is changing by the day, ask us before the record closes in January and we’ll give you
everything that’s gone on since").
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discipline ofduties that comes from a pending case or the imposition of AD/CVD orders. The

Commission reached a similar conclusion in its investigation into Hana! Truckr and Cerltiin

Parts Thereof /701/nChina, when it found that the domestic purchasers who had paused planned

imports of subject merchandise during the pendency ofthc antidumping investigation would

likely resume their plans if the Commission reached a negative determination.3"

Even assuming, arguendo, that Delta does defer all its deliveries, Bombardier is already

producing, or has completed, a number of aircraft scheduled for delivery starting in [

],37and there are other U.S. customers lined up to buy the C Series. .letBlue, which has

stated its interest in the C Series“ and [

jfm Spirit

similarly told the Commission that it is interested in purchasing the C Series.“ Bombardier also

admitted at the Hearing that it is discussing the C Series with United.“ Any of those airlines

could take delivery of the aircraft that Bombardier is producing for Delta right now in Mirabel,

without the typical minimum two-year lag between order and delivery.“ Bombardier stated at

3°See Hana’ Trucks and Certain Parts T/rereq/from China, lnv. No. 731-TA-1059 (Final), USITC Pub. 3737 (Nov.
2004) at 17-19.

37[ ]; Hearing
'l'r. at 252, 298 (Commissioner Broadbent: “For Bombardier, are you currently producing the aircraft that you owe
to Delta under the 2016 agreement for first delivery in 2018?” Mr. Dewar: “Yes, as I testified earlier, those aircraft
will be delivered now to non-U.S. customers . . .“).

3“Frederic Tomesco, Airbus Puts Price Tag on ‘Made-in-USA "La/re/for C .S'e/"1'u.yJel, Bloomberg (Oct. 20. 2017)
(“Bombardier is already in talks with several potential US. customers for the C Series, CEO Alain Bellemare said
Friday in Montreal. In addition to the deal with Delta, JetBlue Airways Corp. is another possible customer, Bregicr
said earlicr this week") (Boeing 12/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit l); JetBlue Letter to the Commission (Sept. 24,
2017).

so [

‘)0 [

].

"l Spirit Airlines Letter to the Commission (Aug. 8, 2017).

41Hearing Tr. at 260 (Mitchell) (“lt‘s certainly the case that since the conversion olithosc 737 hundreds, United has
been in the media discussing the l0O-seat aircraft requirement. And they have had discussions with the
manufacturers, both us and Emhraer, about what they would like to do in that spacef’).

‘RSee Boeing l2/l2 Prchcaring Bricfat 59-60.
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the Hearing that it is attempting to sell those aircraft to non-U.S. customers,“ but if there are no

orders in place, there will be nothing to prevent Bombardier from selling them directly to U.S.

customers instead.

Furthermore, if Delta defers all of its deliveries scheduled for 2018 and 2019,

Bombardier will have even more excess capacity and the ability to make more near-term delivery

slots available to U.S. customers.“ In the Preliminary Determination, the Commission found

that “Bombardier is likely to aggressively pursue additional sales in the U.S. market in the

imminent future.”46 The Commission’s finding was correct, and it has only become more certain

in the intervening months. If the Commission were to reach a negative determination in this

proceeding, it would terminate its investigation without the imposition of AD/CVD orders. At

that point, every U.S. airline-——includingall of the airlines discussed abovewwill know that it

can buy the already-manufactured Delta C Series aircraft and import them into the United States

with zero risk of antidumping and countervailing duties, because it would take several months at

a minimum before Boeing could prepare a new AD/CVD petition, file it and, assuming the

Department was willing to initiate new investigations, obtain affirmative preliminary

determinations of dumping, subsidization, and material injury or threat. The airlines will also

know that, ifthey Want the C Series in their fleets, it will not be possible to obtain even a single

4‘ llearing Tr. at 261 (Levesque) (“l think the uncertainty in the planning horizon today, we”re planning to deliver
those aircraft out of Alabama, and we are taking steps, as my colleague said, to place the aircraft that were started
under a planning for Delta next year to be sold to non-U.S. airlines. So that’s the plan”). Bombardier may have
been referring to another apparent circumvention scheme being developed. According to a recent Reuters report,
“Aeromexico AEROMEXJVIX has held preliminary talks to lake some Bombardier BBDb.TO CSeriesjets orders
from Delta Air Lines lne DAL.N, which owns a stake in the Mexican carrier, to avoid possible U.S. trade duties
levied on the planes, two sources familiar with the matter said.“ Allison Lampert & Christine Murray, /leromexico
eyes De/ta ‘s C Series_/er order cu/11'r1'L/.5. I/"titlespa/l."soil/'ce.\', Reuters (Dec. 4, 2017) (Boeing l2/12 Prehearing
Brief Exhibit 46).

“5See Boeing 12/I2 Prehearing Briefat 85-89. The Delta orders account for[
]. See ic/. at 84, 88.

4“Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702 at 30.
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C Series aircraft from the non-existent Mobile plant for at least l ] years, if ever. And

Bombardier will know that if it is unable to fill its production skyline in Mirabel, the program

will fail. Given all of these facts, it is undeniable that there is, at a minimum, a “potential that

imports . . . will imminently account for more than 3 percent of the volume of all such

merchandise imported into the United States. . . .”47

Finally, if Bombardier acts contrary to its economic incentives independent of this case

and does follow through on its promises to build a final assembly line in Mobile to begin

deliveries to Delta in [ ], it will have to import in-scope merchandise to do so. The scope

covers l0O~to 150-seat LCA whether imported fully or partially assembled.“ Bombardier

stated at the Hearing that it plans to copy its Mirabel final assembly line in Mobile.” Boeing

notes that it appears Bombardier has not placed any evidence on the record explaining its final

assembly line and processes in Mirabel; but Bombardier has asserted that assembly operations in

Mobile will consist ofeight steps that result in a fully assembled aircraft.” If this happens, the

Mobile operations will likely involve the importation of “fully stuffed” fuselage sections,

meaning sections already completely manufactured (z'.e.,wires, insulation, paneling, flooring,

stowage, etc.), with only final integration of these sections performed in Mobile. Although

Bombardier testified at the Hearing that C Series aircraft that undergo final assembly in Alabama

‘*7See l9 U.S.C. l677(24)(A)(iv). The Commission should dismiss Bombai-dier‘s and l)elta"s attempts to transfer
the Mirabel-built Delta CS l()0s to Delta’s affiliate Aeromexico as a transparent petition effect that will evaporate if
this case goes negative. The companies admit that their effort is petition-driven, and it is nonsensical to posit that,
absent orders, Delta would prefer to incur the costs of extending its existing fleet ofused aircraft for an additional
two years, just so it can take deliveries from Mobile rather than Mirabel.

48 See 100- lo /50-Siam Large Civil /ll'l'Ci‘£IJ‘f_fi‘()!7lCu/vac/u." F inul /l_]j’irmc/live D€[Ul'I1?fI7(Ili()I7Q/"Sci/e.s'at [.c.sxsT/run
Fair Va/1.12,82 Fed. Rea. (lnt’l Trade Admin. Dec. l8, 2017) and accompanying issues and Decision
Memorandum at 4 (‘ Commerce AD l&D Memo").

‘*9llcaring Tr. at 182 (Dewar) (“These components arrive at our production facilities in Mirabel, Quebec where we
assemble an aircraft in eight key stops”); id. at 193 (Levesque) (“The plan is to build a full-scale, high tech
manufacturing facility. The production process in Alabama will replicate the production steps that Bombardier
performed in Quebec, which my colleague, Roy Dewar, described earlier“).

5° lc/.
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will not be worked on in Mirabel,“ some aircraft sections of the C Series are in fact

manufactured and assembled in Canada prior to the completion of aircraft assembly in l\/lirabell

in particular, Bombardier’s Saint Laurent Facility in Montreal, Canada currently manufactures

the aft fuselage and cockpit for the C Series and performs certain assembly operations, including

joining the forward fuselage (which is manufactured by SACI in China) with the cockpit.” It is

Boeing’s position that these sections of the C Series manufactured and assembled in Canada

would be covered within the scope as “partially assembled” aircraft.53 lf Bombardier intends to

deliver CSlOOs assembled in Mobile to Delta in [ ], it will be importing subject

merchandise within the next [ L54 Because there will be [

], Bombardier’s imports of partially assembled aircraft would satisfy the

negligibility requirement.55

The evidence on the record thus demonstrates that, under any conceivable imminence

timeframe (let alone the 4- to 5-year period appropriate for this industry),5(’there is a potential

that subject imports will imminently exceed the negligibility threshold, and that is all that is

required under the statute.

5' Id. at 272 (Dewar); see Bombardier Prehearing BriefExhibit 4.

*3See Boeing Letter, “]0(}- to /50-Seal Large Civil AI/'ci'c1jZ_/i'0rizCanada: Rebuttal Factual Information on the
Announced Airbus-Bombardier C Series Partnership" (Nov. 6, 2017) (“Boeing l l/6/17 Factual Submission")
Exhibits 6 and 15, attached as Exhibit 4; European Commission, State aid N 654/2008 United Kingdom, Large
R&D aid to Bombardier, C(2009)454l final (June l7, 2009), para. 25 (“Fuselage and cockpit will be manufactured
at a Bombardier facility in Saint Laurent, Montrealg”) (Petition Exhibit 22).

53Sec Boeing Brief, “l()0- tn /50-Sear Large Civil Afrom/i/i'<1iiiCanada: Brief on the Announced Airbus
Bombardier C Series Partnership" (Nov. 13, 2017) (“Boeing JV Brief‘) at I 1.

See Boeing I2/l2 Prehearing Briefat 59-60.

55See Boeing I2/12 Prehearing Brief at 84 (table of US. shipments and market shares showing projected subject
and non-subject import levels)‘

“See 1'11/i'u,Response to Question 19.
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3. I wanted to follow up on this question about like product. And Mr. Anderson, you
mentioned wire rod and pipe, but a more recent case that I had in my mind is the
washing machine case, right, which is a retail product. There we found that there was a
single like product, that there was a continuum. {.. .} So we had a number of tires cases
here at the Commission in the last year or so and there are clearly different classes and
tiers of tires. Now who is selling in each of those tiers was a question, but there are
expensive, high-end tires and then there are cheap tires, right? And again, we found
that there was a continuum of product. So here where you have airplanes that there's a
little bit of overlap in the seats that you could put in it, you know, they're obviously
being used for the same purpose, so how do I distinguish those other cases from here‘?
(Tr. at 88:11-89:15)

To further clarify Boeing’s response at the Hearing, the 100- to l50~seat LCA industry

bears no resemblance to the industries under consideration in Large Residential Washersfiom

Korea and Mexico and Ofl-the-Road Tiresfrom China. With respect to Large Residential

Washersfrom Korea and Mexico, the Commission “found that the U.S. washer market comprises

a continuum of washer products, with substantial cross-shopping between different segments.”57

This cross~shopping factored heavily into the Commission’s analysis to find a single like product

spanning the proposed dividing line at capacities of greater than 3.7 cubic feet.” In contrast,

both Boeing and Bombardier are in agreement that no such cross~shopping exists in the

commercial aircraft industry between 100- to I50-seat LCA and Boeing’s larger single aisle

offerings due to different physical characteristics that impose physical and economic constraints

on uses and interchangeability.” This limited interchangeability did not exist for residential

washers.

In the recent Ofllrhe-Road Tiresfrom China investigation, the Commission was again

faced with an industry structured very differently than the 100- to 150-seat LCA industry. Tires

57Certain Large Residential Washe/"sflom Korea and Mexico, lnv. Nos. 701-TA-488 and 731-TA-1 199-1200
(Final), USITC Pub. 4378 (Feb, 2013) at 44 (emphasis added).

5“ la’.

5°See Bombardier Prehearing Brief at 39 (“Even ifthe Commission were to conclude . . . that there is meaningful
competition between the C Series and the 737 MAX 7, the C Series presents no competitive threat whatsoever to the
MAX 8, 9, and 10.. . Y’).

-12



cxist “in anindustry in which there are literally thousands of products, each . . . designed for a

specific use.”6° For that reason, the Commission found “the lack of interchangeability does not

provide strong guidance as to whether a clear dividing line exists.”6l Here, in contrast, the

Commission is not being asked to slice the market into several product categories containing

numerous sub-categories based on minor differences. There are only four Boeing single aisle

aircraft models, each with significant differences in size, price, and purpose. This is not the type

of continuum the Commission found for either Large Residential Washersfrom Korea and

Mexico or Ofi”-the-RoadTiresfrom China, or any other case for that matter. Indeed, whereas

Bombardier admits that airlines “cross shop” the C Series and the “737-700 or MAX 7,”62there

is no record evidence that airlines cross shop between the 737~700 and MAX 7, on the one hand,

and larger 737 models, on the other. To the contrary, clear dividing lines separate the 737-700

and MAX 7 from those larger models, as reflected in Bombardier’s emphatic statement that the

“C Series presents no competitive threat whatsoever to the MAX 8, 9, and l0 . . . .”63

The investigation into small diameter electrodes is also instructive. There, a clear

dividing line was drawn between the small and large categories, despite an overlap in amperage

carrying capacity.“ The Commission cvcn framed the products as “forming a continuum” along

6° Certain ()]§’~lhe-RoadTiresjrom China, Inv. Nos. 701-TA—448and 73 l—TA—ll l7 (Final), USITC Pub. 403i (Aug
2008) at 9.

bl

63Bombardier Prehearing Brief at 62.

‘*3Id. at 39.

6"Small Diameter Graphite Elect/iodesfiam China, Inv. N0. 731-T/\-l I43 (Final), USITC Pub. 4062, at l-8 (Feb.
2009) (“SDGE typically have lower current carrying capacity ranging from 15,000 to 60,000 amps, but do not
exceed 70,000 amps. LDGE can carry from 60,000 to l60,000 amps, with the majority ofmodern EAFs operating
over l00,000 amps. Respondents note that there is an overlap in current carrying capacity among adjacent sized
electrodes but no overlap among electrodes of more diverse si7.e.").

-13
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that range,“ which demonstrates that a continuum finding in terms of size does not necessitate a

finding of a single domestic like product consisting of all single aisle LCA.

4. So for the 319s that are scheduled to be delivered in the United States soon, I suppose,
and I know there's a chart and the staff might be able to flip to it quickly, but did
Boeing compete for this sale? (Tr. at 125:7-11)

Yes, Boeing competed for this sale. [

‘L66

For purposes of responding to this question, Boeing referred to publicly-available Ascend data,

attached as Exhibit 44 to the Petition, which shows that the A3l9s scheduled for U.S. delivery in

2019-2020 were ordered by Frontier in 2011.67 In 201 l, Frontier was owned by Republic

Airways Holdings.“ Boeing competed for these orders via a sales campaign in 201 l with

Republic Airways Holdings. At the time, Republic Airways was also placing orders for C Series

aircraft. When Republic Airways Holdings sold Frontier in 2013, the A319 orders went with

Frontier, while the order for 40 CS300s remained with Republic Airways. in October 2016,

Republic and Bombardier reached a settlement providing for deferral of all C Series Cl€liV6l'i€S,69

although [ ].7OTo the extent that Republic or

“'5Id. at 9 (“There are a number of ways in which SDGE and LDGE might be viewed as forming a continuum,
including that price, current carrying capacity, and premium needle coke content all tend to increase with the size of
the electrode and electrodes of adjacent sizes are most comparable with respect to these attributes. Nevertheless,
there are several salient features of graphite electrodes that we find establish a clear dividing line between SDGE
and LDGE at l6 inches in diameter”).

6“ See [
].

67See U.S. & Global l00- to 150-Seat Large Civil Aircrafi: Actual & Projected Deliveries & Market Share Chaits,
Ascend Data, & Ascend Backlog Data (Petition Exhibit 44).

"“ Republic sold Frontier to private equity firm Indigo Partners in 2013. See R@pl!lJllc'Ai/‘ways to sell F/‘(mile/1/'0/'
$145/nilllo/1, Reuters (Oct. 1, 2013), attached as Exhibit 5.

“QSee Karen Walker, Republic SEC/fling co/qfir/n.s'CSerie.r clefc/'ml.s',Air Transport World (Oct. 27, 2016) (Petition
Exhibit 65).

70 [
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another U.S. airline takes delivery of these orders, the result will be further material injury to the

domestic industry.

5. Arc you arguing that the injury {Boeing}suffered at the time of that sale is enough
to constitute injury for threat purposes? (Tr. at 161:10-12)

The injury suffered at the time of the Delta sale is sufficient on its own to sustain an

affirmative threat determination. As Mr. Novick testified at the Hearing, Bombardier’s sale of C

Series aircraft to Delta caused injury to the domestic industry at the time of sale, in the form of a

lost opportunity to capture Delta’s demand for new 100- to 150-seat LCA, and that sale will

continue to adversely affect the domestic industry in the imminent future due to continuing price

and volume effects (such as depressed prices Boeing is able to charge in future can1paigns).71

The Commission can and has found threat of material injury predicated on sales during

the POI, even where those sales did not support a finding that material injury had already

occurred.” In prior cases, the Commission relied on “evidence of underbidding on both a price

and a performance basis, coupled with the increasing number of transactions for which the

subject imports are competing” to find that subject imports would “result in significant

suppressive and depressive effects in the future.”73 The Commission has also found a threat of

material injury where, in an industry with years between order and delivery, the full adverse

impact ofprior lost sales may not be reflected in the domestic industry’s financial condition until

7' Hearing Tr. at l6l~l62 (Novick).

72See Vcclo/"Sz1pe1'c0mpz/re/cs"_fi"0/n./aprm, lnv. No. 73!-TA-750 (Final), USITC Pub. 3062 (Oct. I997) at l9; Large
/Vemstpaper Prfnlmg P/"es.s'e.s'and (.'0m;2mve11/.r7‘/1c/"eo/,Whe/her Asse/lib/eai or Unassenr/9/ed,_/Pom Germany or
Japan, lnv. Nos. 73 l-TA-736 and 737 (Final), USITC Pub. Z988 (Aug. l996)z1t32-35.

73VeclorSupcz"computersfiom Japan. lnv. No. 731-TA-750 (Final). USITC Pub. 3062 (Oct. 1997) at 19.

_ 15 
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years after the sale.” The injury from the Delta sale has been locked-in and is sufficient to

sustain an affirmative threat determination as a matter of law, even if the effects have yet to fully

materialize.

The record also contains evidence that the suppressive price effects of the Delta sale have

already begun to impact [ ]. As a direct result of the extremely low

priced C Series aircraft that Bombardier sold to Delta, [

1 75

These price effects will continue to harm the domestic industry in future sales campaigns,

and thus further injury will materialize in the imminent future. As explained by Professor

Nickelsburg, “industry participants, including potential buyers of the aircraft, will typically

discover previously negotiated prices, as well as other contract provisions previously agreed

upon, and use that information during the negotiation process.”7(‘ Professor Nickelsburg testified

at the Staff Conference that, for this reason, “after a manufacturer lowers its price to a certain

level, it is virtually impossible to raise it back up again.”77 Ray Conner similarly testified that

7" Large /Vews‘/7(1pL*I‘Prinlilrg Presses aim’ C0mp011em‘.s' T/iereojj M//76!/'16!‘/lS.S‘(5I71/7/Q62’or (,/nc1s.s‘e/rzlw/ea/,flom
(‘Yer/11::/ivU/‘./(I/JUI7,lnv. Nos. 73 l—TA-736 and 737 (Final), USITC Pub. 2988 (Aug. I996) at 35; Cerltzin Laser
Lig/11-Sc:/fie/‘rlig /H.$‘l)'lI/77(ZI’I[Sand Pa/‘ls T/ierergffiromjapa/1, lnv. No. 73 l-TA-455 (Final), USITC Pub, Z328 (Nov.
1990) at l9 (‘“{B}ecause ofthe long sales cycle, when a producer seeks to encourage sales by underselling
competitors, the effects on both the underselling producer and the competitors are unlikely to be immediately
discernable.").

75Affidavit of[ i, paras. 8-l2 (Boeing l2/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2);
Declaration of[ l, para. 4 (Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 3).

7°See 100- to I50ASea1Large Civil /ii/‘c'/'crfl_fi"0mCanada, lnv. Nos. 701-'l'A-578 & 73 l-TA-1368 (Preliminary),
“Post-Conference Brief, Petitioner: The Boeing Company" (May 24, 2017) (“Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief’),
Exhibit 8 (“:\lickelsburg Report"), para 7].

77Revised and Corrected Transcript of May l8. 20l7 Preliminary Staff Conference (“5/I 8 Stafl'Conference T11”) at
39 (Nickelsburg).
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competing airlines will demand comparable pricing so as not to disadvantage themselves in the

downstream market.78

The low prices like those in the Delta sale transmit through the market, and impact the

prices other manufacturers can charge for their competing products. And price transmission is

real, as shown in the record evidence here. At the Hearing Delta’s Senior Vice President

testified that Delta “heard the rumored price that United was going to pay for the 700 . . .”79 In

the United campaign, [

].8° As the Commission noted, “Boeing was able to estimate [

] Delta’s price per aircraft on its purchase of CSlO0s from Bombardier using public

information, as were other market partieipants.”8' Bombardiefis consultants at FlightAscend

touted their ability to estimate the “typical delivery price for new aircraft.”32 [

].83 This undeniable price transmission

mechanism has, in turn, enabled av ressive C Series ricinv to drive down riees for thecg P c P

domestic like roduct and forced Boein to choose between losin sales or aece tin I in'uriousP g g P E, J

price cuts for the domestic like product.

Consistent with this, [

]. Responding customers

7*5/I8 Staff Conference Tr. at 30 (Conner).

79llearing Tr. at 239-240 (May).

8“Affidavit of[ ], paras. 5-9 (Petition Exhibit I01).

8‘ Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702, at 28.

“ZSee Bombardier Prehearing Brief, Attachment A, Flight/\scend Report at 44.
83

l

]. See[
I; Affidavit of[ ]. para. 6 (Boeing 12/I2 Prehearing Brief F,xhihit 2).
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indicated that [ 1.8“ For example,

l

that

l

l stated in its questionnaire response

l

].85 Regarding price expectations, [

L86 Further, [

1'87

].88 There is

simply no credible evidence that the sale to Delta will not impact pricing in future sales

campaign with U.S. customers.

6. If you could put on the record, and maybe you already have and I just haven't, I'm not
recalling it, evidence of where other airlines are using that {Delta}sale. I know I recall
in your brief there's some. But if you have it already, if you could put that on the
record. (Tr. at 162:5-10)

The evidence on the record ofother airlines using the Delta sale includes [

$4 [

*5 |

86 I:

37[

88!

8°See Affidavit 0f[ ], paras. 8-14 (Boeing l2/l2 Prehearing Brieflixhibit 2); Boeing

] US. Importers’ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question lll-l3a,

I U.S. Importers‘ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question Ill-l3a.

] U.S, Importers’ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question Ill-4b.

] US. Importers’ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question lll~4h.

] U.S. Importers" and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question ill-4a.

U.S. Producers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question ll—l2.
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T92

l

196

Accordingly, the C Series threat is [

"0See Affidavit of[ ], para. 8 (Boeing l2/l2 Preliearing Bricflixliibit 2).

9' Sec Affidavit of[ ], para. 9 (Boeing 12/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

"3Seei1:/; Boeing U.S. Producers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question ll-l2.

97’See Affidavit of[ ], paras. 5-8, 12, I4 (Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

94See iii, paras. 7, l2-I4 (Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

95See ic/.,para 7 (Boeing l2/I2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

9"See id., paras. 7, 12, l4 (Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2); Boeing U.S. Producers‘ Questionnaire
Response (Final), Question ll-12.

97See Affidavit of[ ], paras. 8, IO, l2, l4 (Boeing 12/l2 Prelicaring Brief Exhibit 2);
Boeing US. Producers‘ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question ll~l2.
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1'98

Similar harm is unfolding [ 1. In a declaration

attached to Boeing’s prehearing brief, [

]_<)9

Thus, other U.S. airlines are using the Delta price to demand lower pricing from Boeing

on the 737-700 and MAX 7, and this threat is not limited to the aforementioned examples.

Bombardier has stated that it is “in talks with several potential U.S. customers for the C

Series,”“’° including JetBlue and, as stated at the Hearing, United Airlineslm

98See Affidavit 0f[ ], paras. ll, 12 (Boeing I2/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

°° Purchaser Views, Declaration of[ l,
paras. 2~4 (Boeing 12/I2 Preheat-ing Brief Exhibit 3).

“’“Frederic Tomesco, Airbus Puts Price Tag an '/Vlac/e~m-US/1' [.1//we/_fo/'C Se/"it’sJet, Bloomberg (Oct. 20, 2017)
(Boeing I2/I2 Prehenring Brief Exhibit l).

1”‘Hearing Tr. at 260 (Mitchell) (“lt’s certainly the case that since the conversion ofthosc 737 hundreds, United has
been in the media discussing the 100-seat aircraft requirement. And they have had discussions with the
manufacturers, both us and limbraer, about what they would like to do in that space”).
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7. Well, no, but you’re making the argument that not only is that the like product, but that
we should expand the product beyond the scope, which I have a question about that.
How many cases do we actually take a like product and sweep in more products than
what is in the scope? (Tr. at 23ll:l2-17)

While the Commission has the authority to define the like product more broadly than the

subject merchandise definition, it almost never does.'°2 The scope determined by Commerce

serves as the Commission’s “departure point in determining the domestic like product.”l°3 And

the Commission has declined to expand the domestic like product where respondents have

argued for a product continuum that was not “seamless,” and that would require the Commission

to lump together discrete product categories. 104Further, where the Commission has expanded

the like product beyond the scope of investigation, it has been to capture products that are wholly

additive in terms of physical characteristics and interchangeability. In PET Film, the

Commission broadened the like product to include equivalent PET film, which was beyond the

scope of investigation, because it could perform the same functions as other in-scope PET

film.“ This same rationale does not apply in the present investigation. As discussed in

Boeing’s preheating brief, larger Boeing single-aisle LCA cannot perform the same functions as

its in-scope aircraft.‘°° Even assuming an overlap in some capabilities, the meaningful

‘O2See, erg, Small Diameter Graphite Elect/'ocle.s'jrrm2China, lnv. No. 731-TA—l143 (Preliminary), USITC Pub.
3985 (Mar. 2008) at 9-10 & nn. 46-47 (defining the like product as coextensive with the scope where line between
small and large variants ofprodnct is “clearly articulated in the scope of investigation” and where there are “clear
distinctions” between the product categories); Certain Tow-Behind Lawn Groomers and Paris Thereof from China,
lnv. No. 70l—TA—457and 731-T/\-l l53 (Preliminary), USlTC Pub. 4028 (Aug. 2008) at l3-l4.

"B Certain /l/mninum Plate from S111./[l'1/If/i‘/'t'c1,lnv. No. 731-TA-1056 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 3654 (Dec. 2003)
at l0-ll 11.59.

1°‘Certain Aluminum Plalcjrom s(>ttt/1./1/at-rm,lnv. No. 73 l»T/\~ I056 (Final), USITC Pub. 3734 (Nov. 2004) at 17
(“Expa|1di11gthe domestic like product to include all altnninntn plate would encompass not a relatively seamless
continuum, but rather one divided between heat-treatable and non-heal treatable plate”).

‘O5Polyethylene Terephlhc/late (PET) F 1//22,S/reel, & Stripfrom Japan & Korea, lnv. Nos. 73 l-TA-458 and 459
(Final), USITC Pub. 2383 (May I991) at 15 (expanding the like product to include “a particularized type ofPET
film destined for the graphics market that contains the ease/vliul clmractcrislics cliscttssed above co/1mm/1lo all PET
_/ilm, in udclition lo its specirtlizezl ad/1e.s'1\'cc/1uracleri.s"lic.r”(emphasis added)).

W’See Boeing 12/12 Prehearing Brief at 25-33.
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differences in terms of interchangeability in end use as well as economic efficiency necessitate a

finding of a distinct like product ofthe -700 and MAX 7.107

The Commission has shown an unwillingness to expand the like product where

respondents have not proposed a clear and sensible alternative that more reasonably captures the

relevant marketlog As Chairman Schmidtlein highlighted at the Hearing,m9 Bombardier would

like the Commission to adopt a broader like product definition that pulls in larger aircraft models

that no party to this investigation contends compete with subject merchandise. When pressed,

even respondents could not defend the inconsistencies in this proposal. That is because

Bombardier’s continuum argument is based on the false premise that the Commission must

determine that the differences between the -700/MAX 7 and larger 737 variants are “decisively

more significant than differences among the rest of the models in the family.”l 1° Bombardier is

mischaracterizing the Commission findings that it cites in support of its assertion, which are

inapposite to the facts here.‘ H The comparison to the subject merchandise is at the heart of the

W See Certain T0w~Be/rindLawn Groomers and Parts T/tereofifroln China, lnv. Nos. 701-TA-457 and 73 l-'l'A
! 153 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 4028, at l l (Aug. 2008) (excluding a product because, while it had the same
technical capabilities as the domestic like product, it was “too large and expensive to substitute economically”).

“*8See Certclilt Kitchen Appliance S/1eZv1'ngand RGC/€.S'_/i‘())71China. lnv. Nos. 701-TA-458 and 731-TA-1 154
(Preliminary). USITC Pub. 4035 (Sept. 2008) at I0-l l (“We note that the Commission‘s ability to consider
Respondents’ arguments for expanding the domestic like product is hindered by the lack ofspeciticity in
Respondents‘ proposal at this stage. . . . Although Respondents ask that the Commission find a like product broader
than the scope ofthe imported products, it is unclear exactly what like product the Respondents are advocatingf’).

‘"9Hearing Tr. at 229.

"° Bombardier Prehearing Brief at l9.

'l' For example. in the Lined Paper case, the Commission stated the following:

The Commission found that the physical characteristics, end uses, interchangeability, customer and
producer perceptions, and common manufacturing processes, equipment, and employees were factors that
weighed in favor otiincluding other lined paper products in the same domestic like product. l\/loreover the
Commission found that many ofthe differences between other lined p_ziperproducts and CLPS_S,st_t_ch_t.
producer perceptions. price and practical interchangeabi ' v also e*<istamong the products contained within_lllv__, , . s _ .

CLPSS. For these reasons, the Commission defined the domestic like product as lined paper products
(“LPP"), which included CLPSS and other lined paper products with dimensions including and between 5
inches x 7 inches and 15 inches x l5 inches.
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inquiry.H2 As such, the Commission should define the like product as coextensive with the

scope of investigation, as it did in the preliminary.

Questions from Vice Chairman Johanson

8. Also, for your post-hearing brief, could you please comment on the confidential
statement at the bottom of page 12 ofCanada's brief? Specifically, I am referring to the
last three lines of page 12, which are in brackets. (Tr. at 100:9-12)

Following with the Government of Canada, could you please comment on the
Government of Canada's legal interpretation of our statutory guidance on imminence,
especially, the passage on page 12 ofits brief. (Tr. at 100:16-19)

Boeing addresses GOC’s argument that the Commission cannot rely on the Delta sale to

find there is a potential that imports Will imminently exceed the negligibility threshold above in

Question 2. Boeing also notes that GOC’s argument is premised on its assertion that [

l

there is no legal impediment to Bombardier acting as the importer of record ForC Series

imported into the United States. Thus, [

See Certain Lined Paper Sch. Supp/[es from China, India, & lm/onesia, lnv. Nos. 701-TA-442-443 and 73 l-TA
IO95-IO97 (Final), USITC Pub. 3884 (Sept. 2006) at 6 (emphasis added). Here, by contrast, there are only two LC/\
models within the proposed like product, the -700 and the MAX 7, which are successive generations ofthe single
model that Boeing uses to serve the 100- to I50-seat market segment. There are clear dillerences between these
LCA (e.g., number of seats, mission) and other, larger single aisle LC/\.

H2 l9 U.S.C. § 19'/7(l()).

"3 GOC Prehearing Briefat I2 n.32.

114
j.

l|5[

§4
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] is

baseless.‘ '6

9. And in particular, could you also comment on the special care standard for threat
determinations that is mentioned in the legislative history as discussed in the
Government of Canada's brief at page 34, footnote 103. (Tr. at 100:19-23)

Contrary to GOC’s argument, there is no “standard for ‘special care”’ separate or distinct

from the statutory basis for threat determinations set forth in 19 U.S.C. § 1677(f). The statute

provides that, in making a threat determination, the Commission shall consider the factors set

forth in l9 U.S.C. § l677(t)(i), as a whole, to determine “whether further dumped or subsidized

imports are imminent and Whether material injury by reason of imports would occur unless an

order is issued . . /“'7 The statute also provides that “{s}uch a determination may not be made

on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition.”' ‘g The statute does not establish an explicit

requirement or standard for “special care.”

The term “special care” appears in the WTO Antidumping Agreement (“AD Agreement’)

and Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“SCM Agreement”).“9 The

Statement of Administrative Act (“SAA”) accompanying the Uruguay Round Agreements Act

(“URAA”), which implemented the AD and SCM Agreements into U.S. law, makes a passing

reference to “special care”:

A threat of material injury determination is subject to the same
evidenriary requircnezenls una'_]'u¢licz'ul.s'lcmdard Q/review as a
present material injz/rydetermination. Because of the predictive
nature ofa threat determination, and to avoid speculation and

"6 Cff GOC Prehearing Brief at l2—l3 11.32.

"7 l9 ll.S.C. l677(i)(ii).

Hg /L/.

"9 See Agreement on implementation 0tAItiele Vl ofthe General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade I994 (“AD
/\greement’") art. 3.8; Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (“SCM Agreement”) art. 15.8.
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conjecture, the Commission will continue using special care in
making such determinations as provided in the Agreements. 12°

Thus, the legislative history clarifies both that the URAA did not change the

Commissions evidentiary requirements or legal standard in threat eases and that, as it did before

enactment of the URAA, the Commission uses “special care” in threat eases by avoiding

determinations made on the basis of mere conjecture or supposition, as required under the

statute. To the extent GOC argues that the Commission must take special care above and beyond

the statutory requirement to avoid a determination based upon mere conjecture or supposition, its

argument is contrary to the law.

The U.S. Court of International Trade confirmed this interpretation in Goss Graphic

System, Inc. v. U.S., explaining that: “{d}ue to the predictive nature of a threat of material injury

determination, the ITC must use special care in making such a determination 10avoid

speculation or con/ecrure.”‘2' This has also been the United States’ position at the WTO:

The covered Agreements do not state what constitutes “special
care;” nor has any panel explicitly addressed this provision. The
covered Agreements do not support Canada’s attempt to interpret
“special care” as a special review standard for either the Panel or
the investigating authority. The United States understands the
“special care” language to be a recognition that projections about
the future must be based on present and past facts. While a threat
analysis is a future~oriented analysis, it cannot be based on
allegation, conjecture or remote possibility; rather it must be based
on the factsm

As such. the Commission need not apply any distinct “special care” standard beyond the

statutory requirements for a threat determination.

U"SAA at 855 (emphasis added).

*3‘G035"Graphic St/.s".,Inc. v. UniIec1’Szc1!e.s",33 F. Supp. 2d. 1082 (Ct. In‘tl Trade I998), rgj/'d2l6 F.3d I357 (Fed.
Cir. 2000) (emphasis added) (citing the SAA).

'32 U.S. Answers to First Set of Panel Question in Ur/flea’ Stu/as - lnvc.s'tigalz'0n.s'oft/ic /i7!L’/'/7£Il/()I7Cl/T/"at/e
C0111/21i.sxs‘ior1in SoflwooclLz/m/ye/1/i'0m Canada (Sept. Z4, 2003), para. 1, attached as Exhibit 6.
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When considering imminence, how should we take into account the cutoff period for
changing a manufacturer's skyline‘? That is, the last date for which flexibility for any
conversion cease? Does Bomhardier's estimate of 18 to 24 months mentioned at page 69
of their brief seem correct‘? (Tr. at 101:1-5)

Please refer to the response to Question 19 below.

And continuing with the issue of price transmission, could you all please comment on
the Government of Canada's confidential discussion of price transmission at pages 44 to
45 of its brief? It may be interesting to join this discussion with a comparison of the
material at page 101 of your own brief, which is also confidential. (Tr. at 130211-16)

GOC misinterprets [

1.

[
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12. In B0mbardier's brief at page 63, Bombardier may have provided some support for
Boeing's view when it cites the example of the 787. ls it true that Boeing had to provide
launch pricing to the 787? (Tr. at 132:4-7)

As an initial matter, it is important to clarify several points. First, Boeing does not

provide launch pricing that is below its [ ] cost of production. Indeed,

Boeing’s experience has been that pricing for launch customers [

].m As Mr. McAllister testified

at the Hearing: “{o}bviously when Boeing wants to put an aircraft out in the market, we’re very

mindful of what the cost ofthat airplane is within the Boeing Company. We’re always very

mindful on what that future revenue stream returns to the company. So I don’t think it’s fair to

make a comparison between what we’ve seen at the Bombardier C Series at Delta and what

Boeing has done in its historical practices on 0ther—of this airplane or any other airplane.”l24

The chart Bombardier displayed at the Hearing was created using publicly available

information about Boeing’s prices and cost overruns of the 787 pr0gram.'25 Incidentally, the fact

that the authors were able to create this chart illustrates the existence of price transmission in this

industry, a fact confirmed in the article: 1ediagram looks detailed, but the re-creation of

,-/
¢->

~..,-r
i_._i

order values is not difficult. The customers (airlines, leasing companies), OEMs and the deal

‘T’See Boeing U.S. Producers‘ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question IV-6a.

'3‘ See Hearing Tr. at l32 (l\/lcAllisIcr).

'35Bjorn Fehrm, How Boeing pays baa/<2/12787 delms",Leeham News (July 27. 20 l7) (Bombardier Prehearing Brief
Exhibit 35)‘
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value experts (Certified Appraisers) meet several times a year to discuss the market and

prieing.”l2(’

Nevertheless, the chart [

ymmpmweflmmmdmflmkmsflwpnmsmemmmmsmhwmmawmgeCOGSm20U

dollarsm As Mr. l\/leAllister stated in his testimony, revenue management is an important part

ofBoeing’s sales process. [

]. Boeing does

not offer sales prices that are below an aircraft’s [ ] COGS.

When Boeing launched the 787 program in 2004, it [

]. The 787 program has since experienced numerous delays

and cost overruns, as documented in Exhibits 35 and 38 to Bombardier’s prehearing brief. As a

result, the 787’s [

1. An expost comparison of estimated Boeing 787 prices in 2004 to estimates ofthe

program’s actual average COGS, which reflects the aforementioned significant and unanticipated

cost overruns, does not prove that Boeing offers its customers launch pricing below cost.

In contrast, Bombardier’s sales price to Delta was more than $10 million per aircraft

below the projected long-run average cost ofproduction at the time of/he sale, even under very

conservative assumptions about a high number of lifetime program sales and associated cost

savings from movement down the cost improvement curve.“

‘:6See id. (“The net customer pricing for the initial orders tor the 787 program has been widely publicized. Net
order values ol$65m-$75m were achieved by several customers in the time period 2004-2006, according to an
analysis in 20 l0 by Flight lnternati0nal’s F/ig/itli/ngger. We have used this and other information (described below)
to create the 787 revenue curves in Figure 2.").

'37 See id.

'3“Sec Petition at I22-126.
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Second, the Delta sale was not launch pricing due to its timing.'Z9 As Professor

Nickelsburg testified at the Hearing, launch pricing happens around the time that an aircraft

manufacturer’s board approves the aircraft for sale:

What happens at that time is that the airlines who are ordering the
aircraft are assuming delivery risk. They‘re assuming program risk
because they don’t know the exact performance of the airplane.
They’re assuming certification risks. So there are a number of
risks that the airline is taking on. And to compensate the airline for
taking on that risk, they get a lower price because risk is valuable.

By the time you get to certification, which in this case happened in
the calendar year prior to the Delta purchase, all of that was taken
care of. So there was none of the launch risk involved in the Delta
purchase. And so the idea that the Delta price may have been a
launch price, that’s just not the way the industry historically works
and it’s not related to the kind of program risk that you take at the
launch of an aircraft . . .

{The CSIOO}was certified in Dece1nber2015. The Delta
purchase was in 2016. So the aircraft was~»/Delta, and everyone
else, knew the performance characteristics of the airplane, knew
when it was going to be certified, and knew the delivery schedule.
So these are things you don’t know at launch. You’rc given
right—and the launch was in 2008. So eight years previously and
airline was ordering the C Series, you would expect a discount
called “launch pricing” because they’re taking considerable
program risk. Once an aircraft is certified. there’s no program risk
that they’re taking anymore, and so you wouldn°t expect them to
get a discount to assume that risk because the risk doesn’t exist . . .

Let me be clear. The risk is at time of launch you have a paper
airplane. And when that airplane is finally created for flight test,
you find out what the airplane really will do. And there are
invariably differences. We spoke earlier about the Convair 990.
This was a case where American Airlines took launch risk and the

aircraft couldn’t perform the mission that American Airlines
wanted. So there’s risk when you first order an airplane that is
nothing more than some engineering drawings.

*1"See Hearing Tr. at I32 (McAllister) (“Tlicrc’s a big difference between what we call launch pricing and what we
see at the Bombardier C Series at Delta. Not remotely close in terms ofdisparity between what a launch price
would dof’).
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That is quite different from an airplane that has been certified by
an aviation authority that is flying and whose characteristics you
know, and that is going into production. So those are very
different times in the development of an airplane. BO

Bombardier suggested at the Hearing that launch pricing was still relevant in 2016

because the C Series had not yet been certified by the FAA.l3l But the CS100 was certified by

Transport Canada, the FAA’s Canadian counterpart, in December 2015. as Professor

Nickelsburg t€Siifi€Li.l32The C Series test flight program for certification “covered more than

5,000 hours.”'33 And it was scheduled to enter service with Swiss International Air Lines in July

2016.134 Thus, Delta and other potential customers had a very good idea of what the aircraft was

capable of, and Delta assumed none of the program risk described by Professor Nickelsburg

when it purchased the aircraft in 2016.

13. I would like to ask what has been the reaction of the Canadian public to formation of
the joint venture, specifically given that the governments in Canada, the Canadian
government and the Quebec government had taken a stake in this project, what has
been the reaction to the fact that some of the better jobs are being moved out of Canada
and to the United States‘? (Tr. at 243:12-18)

To provide an answer to the Commissioner’s question, interested parties in Canada have

expressed concerns about the Airbus partnership and its attendant Alabama assembly line. The

deal has been criticized by Canadian politicians as a waste of Quebec’s $lbillion equity infusion

13"Hearing Tr. at l32-l35 (Nickclsburg).

'3‘ See llearing Tr. at l88 (Mitchell).

'32Sec Martin Patriquin, The inside story behind the bungled Bombardier C Series, l\/laclcan’s (Feb. 8, 2016)
(Petition Exhibit 26); Press Rclcasc, Bombardier, “Bornbardier’s all-new CSl00 Aircraft Awarded Transport
Canada Type Certification,” (Dec. 18, 20l5), attached as Exhibit 7.

'33Press Release, Bombardier, “Bombardier CS30OAircraft Awarded Type Certification by Transport Canada”
(July l 1, 2016) (Petition Exhibit l49).

*3“See Aaron Karp, Bombardier still hopeful for United Airlines CSeries order. Air Transport World (Feb. I6, 2016)
(Petition Exhibit 40); Press Release. Bombardier, “Bombardier CS300 Aircraft Awarded Type Certification by
Transport Canada" (July 11, 2016) (Petition Exhibit 149).
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and detrimental to the Quebec economy.]35 To appease these critics, Canadian officials are

requiring “long-term promises from Airbus before signing off on the deal,” including “keeping

l(l0 per cent of those employed at Bo1nbardier’s main CSeries assembly plant in l\/lirabel{.}”l3(’

Likewise, members of the labor unions supporting Bombardiefs workers have expressed

discontent with the existence of the second assembly facility. 137

This criticism is directly connected to the adverse effect on Canadian production these

interested parties expect to occur if the Alabama facility were to materialize. Bombardier was

already struggling to meet its production goals with only one assembly facility.l38 Even under an

implausible scenario assuming an “exact replica” facility in Alabama,” Bombardier would need

to significantly increase its order volume to sustain production capacity at both assembly lines,

and even ifthis were achieved, splitting production between two facilities would reduce learning

curve improvements and increase costs.‘4O Absent duty orders, the pressure on the home front

provides strong incentive for Bombardier to ensure it reaches its production goals at l\/lirabel

above all else. Thejobs commitment, combined with labor union considerations, make it likely

that substantial C Series production will occur in Quebec. Based on current orders, that would

necessarily minimize the amount of C Series work that could be performed at a U.S. facility,

because those orders are far from meeting the production needs of the Canadian facility. '4'

‘35See Sandrine Rastello, Quebec T01/rsAil"/2'usS£1/es‘Power, ./obs Saved in CSeries Dec/L,Bloomberg (Oct. l7,
2017), attached as Exhibit 8.

W’See Boeing Briefon the Announced Airbus-Bombardier C Series Partnership (Nov. l3, 2017) at 4.

‘3’See Julien Arsenault, B0177/JLI/‘(//CI‘unions expeclprot/‘acted C Series dispute, The Globe and Mail (Dec. l4,
2017), attached as Exhibit 9 (noting that labor union “Unifor isn’t pleased with a proposed second C Series assembly
line at Airbus SE‘s facility in Alabama”).

‘lgHearing Tr. at l9l (Levesque).

'3” Hearing Tr. 211223(Dewar).

'4"See Interviews and plant tour in Renton, Washington regarding 100- ru /5!)-Sea! Large Civil .4!/“era/lflonz
Canada: investigation Nos. 7Ol-TA-578 and 73 l~TA-1368 (Final), Attacli1nent2, slide l6.

"l See Boeing I2./I2 Prehearing Briefat 86~89.
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Again, these incentives "furtherconfirm that the Mobile “plan” makes no economic sense aside

from a scheme to evade antidumping and countervailing duties.

14. Given that it is Bombardier’s argument that the Alabama plant will negate the need for
subject imports, thereby triggering negligibility under the statute and eliminating any
potential threat of injury, what evidence can you provide that the Alabama plant would
not be withdrawn or dissolved if the Commission were to reach a negative
determination? (Tr. at 273123-274:4)

Boeing notes as an initial matter that the “evidence” cited by Bombardier in response to

this question does absolutely nothing to address the concerns expressed by Vice Chairman

Johanson, or to convert the entirely notional Mobile “plan” into something upon which the

Commission could properly rely in its determination. Indeed, the Commission should disregard

the supposed Mobile production plans in its threat analysis for three reasons.

First, the statute requires the Commission to base its threat determination on “whether

material injury by reason of imports would occur unless an order is issued or a suspension

agreement is accepted.”l42 In this case, if no order is issued and no suspension agreement is

accepted, then Bombardier would revert to its pre-petition plan of meeting U.S. demand with C

Series aircraft from the Mirabel facility. I43 For all the efforts to convince the Commission that it

should disregard the record evidence, the original C Series purchase agreement between Delta

and Bombardier remains in place. 144And Bombardiefs assertion that US. airlines will not

purchase airplanes from Canada absent orders is not credible, as the Commission has recognized

in past cases, as discussed below.

“Z l9 U.S.C. § 16'/7(F)(ii) (emphasis added).

"" See [ ].

'4“Hearing 'l'r. at 262 (l\/lay) (“It is true, what Bombardier has indicated, We do not have a current commercial right
to refuse, but we‘ve made it clear what our desires are and it is an open negotiation."’). See also Bombardier Press
Release, “Delta Air Lines and Bombardier Sign Largest C Series order for up to I25 Aircraft” (Apr. 28, 2016)
(Petition l-jxhibit 63) (“Bombardier Commercial Aircraft and Delta Air Lines, Inc. of/Xtlanta, Georgia (Delta Air
Lines) announced today that the parties have cxccutcd a lirm agreement for the sale and purchase ol‘75 CSIOO
Z-1i]'Cl'E1i\lWlilioptions for an additional 50 CSIOO aircraft“).
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Bombardier argues that this investigation caused a “permanent change in the pattern of

trade.”l‘l5 However, Bombardier cites no evidence in support of this so-called “Boeing effect.”

As Professor Nickelsburg testified at the Hearing, it is likelicr that if the Commission’s

determination is negative, then U.S. airline customers would interpret the Commission’s

determination as a “green light to import C Series aircraft from Canada.”"“’ This is consistent

with the Commission’s findings in past cases that when foreign companies with U.S. production

subsidiaries are “free from the restraining effects” of duty orders, they are likelier “to

rationalize” their U.S. and foreign “production operations, and supply the U.S. market by both

importation and U.S. production, or importation alone.”l47 In other words, even in cases

involving actual, existing U.S. production facilitiesfas opposed to the entirely speculative

Mobile plans»-~-~»theCommission found that respondents would supply the U.S. market with

imports. That conclusion is even more compelling here, where there is no existing U.S.

production facility. Crediting Bombardier’s “Boeing effect” argument would be contrary to the

statute, which bars the Commission from basing its determination on “mere conjecture and

supposition”l48; unsupported by substantial evidence; and contrary to the Commission’s practice

It would also, if accepted, create a precedent that would apply similarly to all future AD/CVD

investigations involving high AD/CVD margins, as the “logic” of Bombardier’s theory would

apply equally to investigations involving other products.

Second, under l9 ‘U.S.C.§ l677(7)(I), the Commission should discount “artificially low

demand for subject imports” post~dating an investigation. Section l677(7)(l) requires the

“l5Hearing Tr. at 215 (Aranoft). Sec also id. at 274 (Aranoft).

““‘Hearing ‘fr. at 56 (Nickelsburg).

M [file/‘ml! Cr)/izbllslizm lm/us1/"ic1/For/</f/i Trzlcksj/‘i"0I11.]c.'pun,lnv. No. 73 l—T/-\-377(Review), USlTC Pub. 3287
(Apr. Z000), at 9.

14*to use. § l677(F)(ii).

U.)
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Commission to consider whether “any change in the volume, price effects, or impact olimports

ofthe subject merchandise since the filing ofthe petition . . . is related to the pendency ofthe

investigation” and, if so, it may reduce the weight of such information in making its

determinations of material injury and threat. The legislative history of this provision makes clear

that Congress intended the provision to codify pre-existing case law that a petition can artificially

depress demand for subject imports.” Congress also intended for the Commission to presume

that any change in data concerning the imports or their etfects subsequent to the filing of the

petition is related to the pendency of the investigationljo In this case, Bombardier and GOC are

arguing that the Mobile scheme depresses demand for subject imports to zero.'5‘ Thus, the

Commission should presume that any such depression in demand is related to the filing of the

petition, and should discount it accordingly.

Third, the Commission has rejected respondents’ claims in past investigations that they

would have no incentive to increase exports of subject merchandise to the United States, given

“tentative and indefinite” plans to establish U.S. production facilities.'52 It should do the same

here. By any measure, the Mobile scheme is “tentative and indefinite.” As Commissioner

Broadbent pointed out, the regulatory approval process for the Airbus joint venture gives

Bombardier and Airbus a “huge out.”‘53 ln addition, as Vice Chairman Johanson noted, there

“WStatement of/\dministrative Action, H.R. Doc. No. 103 3 l6, at 853-54 (I994) (“Courts have repeatedly
recognized that the initiation of antidumping and countervailing duty proceedings can crcatc an artiticially low
demand tor subject imports, thereby distorting post-petition data compiled by the Coinmissionf’); H.R. Rep. lO3
826(l), at 75~76 (I994).

‘WStatement ofAdministrative Action, H.R. Doc. No. 1 » 16, at 853-54 (1994); H.R. Rep. 103-826(1), at 75-76
(I994).

'5' Bombardier Prehearing Brietiat 5; GOC Prehearing Briefat 1l~l2.

‘53See, e,g., (‘e/min Laser Iiigh/-Scmzering Instrmmari/s_fi'o/12./apart,lnv. No. 73 l~'l‘A-455 (Final), USITC Pub.
2328 (Nov. 1990) at 24 n.90 (stating that “the record simply tails to establish that {respondent} has made an
ironclad commitment to U.S. production” and that its “plans remain tentative and indefinite"); id. at A—31(noting
that, unlike in the case of Bombardier, the respondent had already broken ground on its U.S. facility).

c>
K»)

ti:

L“ Hearing Tr. at 295 (Broaclbcnt).
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has been no “movement of machines or dirt yet in Mobile as a result of the joint venture” (Which

has not yet been approved) and no “ribbon cutting ceremonies.”'54 Indeed, Bombardier has

confirmed that such steps are impossible until it obtains the necessary regulatory approvals for

the joint venture, both in the U.S. and in an unspecified number of other countries.'55 And

Bombardier itself characterized the prospect of obtaining the necessary regulatory approvals as

“speeulative.”'56

_..,
The Mobile scheme is so “tentative and indefinite ’ because it is contrary to economic

logic. Bombardier plans to ramp up production to produce l20 units per year in Mirabel

al0ne.157 Bombardier confirmed at the Staff Conference that it was “forced” to achieve that

ramp up schedule to make the program a financial success.“ The Commission found in its

preliminary determination that, based on its existing order book (which included the Delta

orders), Bombardier is “far short” of achieving its production targets for Mirabel.l59 Thus,

shifting the Delta orders to a U.S. facility would significantly undermine the economic viability

of production at Mirabel and the C Series program in general.

Indeed, as Professor Nickelsburg testified at the hearing, Bombardier’s existing

production capacity in Mirabel is more than enough to make all ofthe 250 not-at-risk orders for

the C Series that exist today, including the Delta orders. “*0It is also more than enough to meet

5“ Hearing Tr. at 280 (Johanson).

'55Hearing Tr. at 280 (Aranoft).

'5“Id. at 294 (llichtenbaum) (explaining that Bombardier had described thejoint venture as “speculative” at
Commerce, because of“unecrtainty related to the regulatory requirements, i.c., the anti-trust approvals”).

'57See Stephen Trimble, “Bombardier details live-year CSeries ramp-up," FlightGlobal (Nov. 24. 2015) (Petition
Exhibit lO3).

'58Preliminary Determination, USITC Pub. 4702 at 24-25 (citing Mullot).

‘$9See id. at 29.

"’°Hearing Tr. at 55 (Nickelsbtirg); /\fficlavit oF[ l. para. 6 (Boeing 12/'12Prehearing Brief Exhibit 13)
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anticipated global demand for the C Series aircraft over the next 20 yearsm The so-called

“business case” that counsel for Bombardier alluded to during the hearing consists of nothing

more than vague references to “synergies” and “savings” that may be relevant to the JV with

Airbus, but in no way justify a second production line in l\/Iobile.1°2In reality, the Mobile

scheme is an unnecessary expenditure that is contrary to economic logic and will not happen

absent antidumping and countervailing duty orders!“

ln its prehearing brief, Bombardier argued that the Commission has relied on a

respondent’s “planned investment in the United States to issue a negative determination” in

Stainless Steel Plalejrom Belgium, Italy, Korea, South Africa and Taiwan.l6“ The facts in that

ease illustrate why it would be inappropriate for the Commission to do the same here. For

example:

Q Contrary to Bombardier’s characterization, the investment in question was not merely
“plannedg” the Commission found that the construction of the U.S. production facility
was well underway at the time of its determination. Among other things, the first phase
of construction was complete, the respondent had already put its first cold-rolling line in
place, and it had already started production.“ Ilere, by contrast, the plans have not even
been approved, and Bombardier has not yet broken ground.

0 The Commission found sound business reasons for the U.S. production in that case,
including a need to address U.S. customer demands for shorter lead times (which were
difticult to Satisfy from Italy) and avoid increased logistical costs resulting from ocean
transport, both of which were creating competitive disadvantages for the Italian

1°’See Boeing 12/I2 Prchearing Brief at 41 n.lS3 (showing Boeing’s projected 20-year global demand); Affidavit of
[ ], para. 6 (Boeing l2/l2 Prehearing Exhibit I3) (indicating that the Mirabel facility is capable of
roducino I20 aircraft Jer vear, or 2,400 aircraft over a 20- ear eriod .P D l , 3 P

'63Hearing T11at l9l-l92 (Levesque).

‘(*3See Large Residential Washers, lnv. No. TA-201-076, USITC Pub. 4745 (Dec. 2Ol7) at 79-80 (finding in a
safeguard investigation that, in the absence of safeguard relief, Korean respondents who were planning to operate
new U.S. plants “would have less ofan economic incentive to follow through fully on their planned investments,
particularly in light oftheir substantial recent investments in LRW production for the U.S. market in Thailand and
\/ietnain").

"’“’Bombardier Prchearing Briefat I0. Bombardier failed to note in its prehearing briefthat the negative
determination in question only applied to ltaly. The Commission reached aflirmative determinations with respect to
Belgium, Korea: South Africa and Taiwan.

'65Slain/e.x's‘Sleel I’/are/‘r0//1 Be/git/m, Italy, Koren) S01/rh /lfriecz, and Taiwan, lnv. Nos. 70 l-TA~379 and 73 l-T/\
788. 790-793 (Second Review), USITC Pub, 4248 (Aug. 201 I) at I6.
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respondent.”’(‘ Here, by contrast, there are no sound business reasons for the Mobile
plant; its only purpose is to circumvent the AD/CVD orders.

0 The Commission found that the Italian respondcnt’s U.S. operation did not “rcquirc{}
(much less “rel{y} on’)” imports of subject merchandise from Italy for its production.
Rather, the respondent was obtaining non-subject merchandise inputs from Germany.”
Here, by contrast, even if Bombardier’s plans were approved, its Mobile business plan
envisions the importation of partially assembled aircraft—t'.e.,subject merchandise
from Canada and the completion of assembly in Alabama.

Finally, Bombardier fails to note that the Stainless Steel Plate case was a sunset review, not an

initial review of material injury or threat. As a result, the Commission had the benefit of a

significant body of facts regarding the respondent’s actual market behavior that it was able to

consider in reaching its determination, as opposed to the speculative plans at issue here. Thus, to

the extent it is relevant at all, the Stainless Steel Plate case suggests that the proper approach in

this investigation would be for the Commission to issue an affirmative final determination, and

then evaluate the relevance of any Mobile activities in the first sunset review, at which point it

can consider actual facts rather than rank speculation.

15. And then I think I had just one more question for you. On Page 9 of Boeing’s brief, it
mentions that Bombardier did not cooperate in Commerce’s antidumping investigation,
which resulted in duties of almost 80%. Is there any relevant background to that
decision, for you all not to cooperate in that investigation, which you wouldn’t mind
sharing here? (Tr. at 280:20-25, 281:1)

Mr. Lichtenbaum responded to this question from Commissioner Johanson as follows:

I think it’s somewhat ofa mischaracterization. You know.
essentially, without going into too much detail about dumping
calculations, they were seeking information that is not really in
existence, and therefore, Bombardier was not in a position to
provide. The nature ofa dumping calculation involves comparison
of costs and if you haven’t got an airplane yet, that is, sulliciently
produced in order to calculate what the costs are, then it’s not
really possible to answer these questions. And so we felt, the

“>6/Ll. at 16. I8.

"17/t/. at I8.
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company felt, it was being asked to speculate and provide a
number of different scenarios as to cost that it really couldn’t stand
behind what the answers might be. '68

Contrary to Mr. Lichtenbaum’s assertion, it is hefnot Boeing—that is mischaracterizing

the facts surrounding Bombardier’s refusal to provide the information the Department needed to

conduct its dumping analysis. Indeed, his response is highly misleading. Among other matters,

the Departmenfs preliminary adverse facts available memorandum in the antidumping

investigation fully explains the extent ofBombardier’s refusal to cooperate, including a refusal to

provide the very sales and cost data that Bombardier [

]. The idea that the information

was “really not in existence” has no basis in reality.

The following is a synopsis of Bombardier’s repeated refusal to cooperate in the

Depa1’tment’santidumping investigation, as set forth in the preliminary adverse facts available

memorandum:

I “Record evidence indicates that Bombardier withheld information requested by
the Department’s AD Questionnaire. Specifically . . . on July 10, 2017
Bombardier submitted a response to section A of the AD Questionnaire that
lacked much of the information requested in section A of the Department’s AD
Questionnaire/’”’9

0 “Subsequently, on July 28, 2017, Bombardier submitted its response to sections B
and C of the Departmcnt’s AD Questionnaire, which failed to respond to any of
the questions in the questionnaire.”'7°

0 “Similarly, on July 31. 2017, Bombardier submitted its response to section D of
the Department’s questionnaire, but this response did not provide any ofthe
information required by this section of the questionnaire.”m

“*3Hearing Tr. at 281 (Liclitenbauni).

""’Department ot‘C0mmerce Memorandum, “Application of/\dverse Facts Available to Bombardier Inc,” (Oct. 4,
2017), at ll, attached as Exhibit l0.

'7“ Id.

"1 /6/.
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“{D}espite being given a second opportunity on August l6, 2017, to respond to
the AD Questionnaire, Bombardier failed to do so. The Department informed
Bombardier that it should respond to sections B and C of the questionnaire with
respect to firm orders from Delta for 75 CSl0O aircraft and from Air Canada for
45 C8300 aircraft. Bombardier announced these firm orders in press releases and
reported these firm orders in its 2016 financial statement. Therefore, the record
indicates that Bombardier possessed the information requested by the
Department.””2

“The Department further requested that Bombardier report cost data using its
books and records maintained in the ordinary course of business for a l2~month
period. Bombardier did not provide any of the requested information that belongs
in the cost database. Because the cost data sought by the Department is the type
ofinformation that companies must use to create audited financial statements, in
accordance with generally accepted accounting practices, it is reasonable to
conclude that Bombardier possessed the cost information sought by the
Department/’l73

“Bombardier claimed that it was experiencing difficulties in responding to the AD
Questionnaire, however it did not meet its statutory obligation to suggest an
alternative form in which it was able to provide the information. Despite
Bombardicr’s failure to meet its statutory obligations under section 782(c)(1) of
the Act, the Department nevertheless provided Bombardier guidance and multiple
clarifications regarding the AD Questionnaire.”174

“{I}n response to Bombardier’s continued claims of confusion regarding the
information requested by the Department in its AD Questionnaire, the Department
made the additional step ofidentifying certain transactions for which Bombardier
should provide the requested information. Specifically, the Department directed
Bombardier to provide the requested information with respect to its firm orders
for aircraft from Delta and Air Canada and reminded Bombardier that the
Department provided specific cost reporting instructions in its revised section D
questionnaire. Thus, Bombardier should have reported the requested information
based on the existing terms of the firm orders. It failed to do so.”l75

Based on these facts, the Department properly found that Bombardier “withheld

information that had been requested and failed to provide information by the deadlines

I72

I73

W11! at I2.
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established by the Department”l7(’ and “significantly impeded the {}-investigation by submitting

incomplete information as well as submitting argument and factual information in support of its

arguments in lieu ofinformation requested by the Department in its AD Questionnaire.””7

Clearly, Bombardier believes it can refuse to cooperate before the Department of Commerce and

still use the fanciful Mobile scheme to obtain a negative determination from the Commission.

Questions from Commissioner Williamson

16. Delta claims that you didn't lose the sale to Bombardier because they wanted 110-seat
aircraft. And that Boeing doesn't make anything in that range. And so I'm really
questioning how do you respond to their claim that you really didn't lose it because you
didn't make anything in the size range that they particularly wanted‘?(Tr. at 73:13-2)

But I think the question I'm raising, because in a sense Delta almost implies it, there's a
100- to 110-seat category which I guess can be serviced by Embraer, maybe moving up
-so that's the question I'm asking. If Delta says I want a 100- to 110-seat aircraft, you
don't have one. (Tr. at 74:12-17)

As an initial matter, it is important to clarify that Respondents have tried to obscure the

importance of the CS300 in the 2016 Delta sale. If Delta cared only about l0O- to l 10-seat

aircraft in its deal with Bombardier, Delta would not have negotiated for the rights to end up with

a C Series fleet composed overwhelmingly ofCS300s. Yet, Delta’s deal with Bombardier does

exactly that*Delta can to take 90 CS300s out of the 125 total firm orders and options it

obtained. Moreover, Delta CEO Ed Bastian has stated that “Delta is ‘very interested’ in the

CSBOOand has agreed to ‘firm pricing’ with Bombardier on the larger C Series model.”]78

Accordingly, other U.S. customers must demand pricing from both Bombardier and Boeing that

enables them to compete with Delta operating low-priced CSl0Os and low-priced CS300s.

'76 /c/. at l0.

177/L/. at l3.

*7“See Bombardier press release, “Delta Air Lines and Bombardier Sign Largest C Series order for up to 125
Aircraft” (Apr. 28, 2016) (Petition Exhibit 63); Aaron Karp, “Delta touts CSeries, eyes C8300 model,” Air
Transport World (/\pr. 29_2016) (Petition Exhibit l IO).
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At a broader level, most U.S. customers do not seek narrowly defined seating capacity

such as 100~to l 10-seats. As l\/Ir. l\/IcAllister testified at the Hearing, “we don't see categories in

the marketplace with customers that are as finitely defined as 100- to l 10 seats. That's just not

the reality in the market.”l79 Indeed, [

].‘8° Delta may [

] segment its tleet into very specific. narrowly-defined categories, but Boeing sells

airplanes to all customers in the United States-~indeed, across the globe—so its view of

customer demand and the best airplane to meet that demand is necessarily much broader than

Delta’s perspective. As counsel for Boeing stated at the hearing, it is important that the

Commission avoid overreliance on a single customer’s —Dclta’s —characterization of the

market.l8'

Moreover, the fact that Delta may utilize the CS l 00 on routes that do not exploit the

aircraft’s full range capability does not mean that the price Bombardier gave to Delta does not

affect the price of the same and similar aircraft to other airlines, including airlines that would use

the CS100 in a more typical manner, i.e., flying a network that includes both transcontinental and

shorter routes. The market does not price aircraft based on how the aircraft is used by a single

airline, but rather on the overall demand of airlines in the 100- to 150-seat LCA market.

17°Hearing Tr. at 74 (McAllistcr).

‘R0See [ ].

"ll See Hearing Tr. at 306 (Novick) (“Deltas one airline, it has one perspective on how it manages its fleet and what
it wants to buy on any given day. It is not representative of the airline industry and its testimony should be taken in
exactly that context”).
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In fact, Boeing makes aircraft that can be configured with ll0 seats, including the 737

700 and 737 MAX 7. '82 In general, aircraft are highly customizable and the number of seats

varies depending on customer preference. Boeing has delivered several 737-700’s with fewer

than 110 seats, although most customers choose to configure the aircraft with more seats.“ ln

general, incremental seats on an aircraft are valuable to a customer because they represent

potential additional revenue. Airlines have ordered the 737-700 configured to seat almost

anywhere between 100-150 passengers —but not fewer than 100 or more than 150. ‘$4

The 737-700 and MAX 7 compete directly with the CSl00. For example, the 737-700

competed head-to-head with the CS l 00 at the United campaign. ‘X5And the CS l 00 pricing

Bombardier gave to Delta has impacted Boeing’s pricing of the MAX 7.186As Mr. Anderson

testified at the Hearing:

{I}f the 100- to 110 segment were truly unique, then that Delta
price would not have had an impact on future Boeing MAX 7
pricing and sales. And we’ve presented evidence that it does
indeed have an impact on price, suggesting that it’s not a distinct
segment, again because airlines do have essentially a number of
physical characteristics of the aircraft that they balance off against
each other when arriving at purchasing decisions. So it’sjust not
simply the number oFseats.m

Bombardier and Delta both acknowledged at the Hearing that the C Series competes with the

'82Boeing also notes that evidence on the record shows Bombardier [

]. Thus, the record does not support a finding that the CSl00 would fit
exclusively into a 100- to l l0-seat market, if it existed.

‘*3See Boeing Delivery Data, attached as Exhibit ll.

W See Boeing Delivery Data, attached as Exhibit I l (showing customers have ordered the 737-700 configured with
[

] seats).

“*5See, cg, Boeing 12/I2 Prehearing Briefat. l0-ll (citing Affidavit 0f[ ], paras.
8-9 (Petition Exhibit lOl)).

'8“See Atifidavit of[ ], paras. 8—l3(Boeing l2/l2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

‘*7Hearing Tr. at 76 (Anderson).
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MAX 7.138

17. I'm still trying to figure out why somebody wants a 100- 1ll]~seat plane to fly
transcontinental. l mean it seems like, you know, I’m so used to hearing about the hub
and-spoke system, but what's the evidence or examples of why that is an important (Tr.
at 76:18-23)

Transcontinental range differentiates regional jets from LCA. Bombardier is well aware

of this distinguishing factor. Indeed, the C Series’ transcontinental range is a key reason it is not

just a large regional jet program, but a direct competitor to Boeing’s 737-700 and 737 MAX 7.189

As described in a memorandum from the Canadian Deputy Minister oflnnovation, Science, and

Economic Development to the Minister of Innovation, Science, and Economic Development

discussing Canadian subsidies for Bombardier, Bombardier designed the C Series as “an all-new

‘clean-sheet design’ plane seating 110 to 160 people with transcontinental range and industry

leading operating and environmental performance” to “compete directly with aircraft produced

by Airbus and Boeing,” 1'.e., the A319 and 737-700/MAX 7.190 Bombardier’s C Series brochure

proclaims that “{t}he ultra-modern CSl00 and CS300 aircraft offer unmatched performance and

operational flexibility, thanks to their exceptional airfield capabilities and transcontinental

"*8Hearing 'l‘r. at 235-36 (Chairman Schmidtlein: “Mr. Mitchell, what do you think? Do you compete with Boeing
in any ~ with regard to any plane that you make?” Mr. Mitchell: “With respect to the C Series?" Chairman
Schmidtlein: “No, any plane?" Mr. Mitchell: “Any plane?” Chairman Schmidtlein: “Any plane.” Mr. Mitchell:
“Any plane. You will see occasionally, Boeing 737 MAX 7 in a competition, but it is rare that it gets to the final
step because it is not an adequate airplane for the small single aisle segment . . ." Chairman Schmidtlein: “But there
are some campaigns that it competes in?" Mr. Mitchell: “They may start out looking at a broad spectrum oi‘
aircraft. As l pointed out in my testimony, it is not unusual for an A319 or a MAX 7 to be in the discussion early on
. . .”); llearing Tr. at 234 (Chairman Schmidtlein: “But it’s one thing to say they didn‘t lost —l guess you’re saying
that the C Series never competes with the MAX 7, is that right or no?” Mr. Baisburd: No. what l"m saying is that
the CSIOO is a l()9 seat plane and Joe and Greg canjump in, but they’|| tell you what they were looking for at the
time that they ordered the 75 C Series”).

'39See Kristine Owram, How Bonz/mrdier ls CSeries dream got its wings clipped, National Post (Dec. I2, 2015)
(“Things were simpler before the CSeries was conceived. Bombardier inhabited a comfortable niche in the global
aviation industry, making a range otpopular businessjets and commercial aircraft for short-haul flights. But its core
CR] family of regionaljets was starting to age, and Bombardier latched onto the idea olsomething bigger: a rare
opportunity to catapult 1't.s‘e[/intothe big leagues alongside 1'nc!u.st1'"ygiants /l1'rbzt.s"(Jmzr/2SE and Boeing Co. {...}
For years, manulmturers had sensed a gap in the market for a l00- to I50-seat tronscontinental,/'21 that could be
used on secondary routes (think: Portland, Ore., to Charlotte, N.C.).”) (emphasis added) (Petition Exhibit I5).

M‘See John Knubley, Deputy Minister, “Advice to the Minister otlnnovation. Science and Economic Development:
l\/leeting with Bombardier, Inc.” at 1-2 (emphasis added) (Petition Exhibit 88).
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rc/nge.”’l9' Bombardier also submitted a report from Airlnsight that states: “{t}hc CSeries,

originally designed for full transcontinental range, also competes against the shorter-range E-Jets

and With the forthcoming E2 from Embraer, both designed for regional operations. With limited

range, these aircraft cannozfly lran.s'c0m‘inenlalrot/res non-sI0p.”‘92 Thus, Bombardier cannot

kgfimmdydfipmedmflnmwomnwmmrmgekadfiummshmgfimmrmmsqmmmsmgmnfl

jmsfimnlM%ml50%mLCAJmmMmgmeCSuksmmIMmngsB7JMMmdMAX7.

Transcontinental range is a necessary feature for small single aisle LCA because airline

mmmmmdwbymmmflmmscwmkmmmmmamhmmmmmmflwmnmcwwmwwfly

their most challenging current and future possible routes over an in-service life that can last 20

years or longerm As Professor Nickelsburg explained at the Hearing, an aircraft may begin the

day flying a route from Los Angeles to Washington, and then tack on routes to other smaller

cities on the East Coast.194 The aircraft’s average route length would be less than 2,900 nautical

miles, but the aircraft must have transcontinental range to fly the first route in the networl<.l95

Airlines specifically demand small single aisle LCA, i.e., aircraft with 100- to 150- seats and

with transcontinental range greater than 2,900 nautical miles, because it is inefficient to operate

1°‘Bombardier, “C Series,“ at l3 (2015) (emphasis added) (Petition Exhibit 68).

W2See Airlnsight, “Bomhardier’s CSeries at EIS: Regaining l\/lomentum” (July 2016), at 24 (emphasis added)
(Bombardier Prehearing Brief Exhibit 3 I).

'93Hearing Tr. at 78 (Nickelsburg).

“""Hearing Tr at I46 (Nickelsburg) (“So ifyou need an airplane to fly let’s say Les Angeles to Washington, D.C.,
then you need the range. But once you get to Washington, D.C., are you going to let that airplane which cost you
tens ofmillions ofdollars to sit on the tarmac? The answer is: No. You want to increase the utilization. So you fly
to Washington, and then you fly to another local city on the East Coast, and another one, to finish out the day and
increase the utilization”).

195Id. at l46—47(Nickelsburg) (“Well in that example, which is pretty common and maybe too few tags relative to
the average, you have two-thirds ofthe flights were less than transcontinental. But the mission you wanted that
aircraft for was transcontinental. So those numbers are really misleading, that most ofthe» ~01"the average stage
length is not transcontinental and therefore it’s not important. No, the long pole in the tent, the thing that makes the
network work, is the transcontinental. And so you can’t look at that average stage length, or the number oftlights
that are transcontinental versus the number otflights the stage length are shorter and conclude that transcontinental
isn’t important for the 1'narl<et.It has for 60 years been a defining characteristic ofthe n1arl<et.”).
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aircraft with unfilled seats.“ There may be insufficient demand on certain routes to consistently

fill all the seats on a medium or large single aisle LCA, and passenger demand can vary by

season, day of the week, and time of day.l97 Certain routes are also simply “right-sized” for

small single aisle LCA, as Boeing explained in its pre-hearing briefmg Airlines can maximize

revenue and minimize costs by operating small single aisle LCA on such routes. According to

an article Delta attached to its pre~hearing brief, the C Series was designed precisely for this

purpose: “It {referring to the C Series} has the potential to open up new direct flights on what

the industry calls ‘long, thin’ routes: destinations toofiti"/or a regional _jet but with not enough

travellers I0_jt/.srr';fya larger plane. in short: it will make life easier for the average travelling

business schmo.”199

With respect to hub-and-spoke systems, airlines have moved away from complete hub

and~spoke networks to a combination of hub-and-spoke and non-stop. In addition to price,

airlines also compete on frequency. As Southwest Airlines has demonstrated, high-frequency

flights are an excellent selling point, particularly for valuable business travelers. Therefore,

airlines often can charge higher prices for non-stop flights, than for one-stop transcontinental

flights with an aircraft change in the airline’s hub. However, because ofthe greater frequency,

the non-stop flights typically have lower demand and are more profitably served with a 100- to

l5O-seat aircraft.

"’°Boeing 12/I2 Prehcaring Brief at 30; Nickelsburg Report, paras. l7-2| (Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief
Exhibit 8).

'97Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Briefat 29 11.129;See Nickelsburg Report, para. 54 (Boeing 5/24 Post—ConferenceBrief
Exhibit s).

mgBoeing I2/l2 Prehearing Briefat 31-32.

'99Philip Preville, T/78//1.s‘IdeStory 0fBr2m/mrdierk $4-Bi/lion Gamble on u Super Quit»!Jel, Canadian Business
(Delta Prehearing H|"ief}ixhibit4)) (emphasis added).
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18. Okay. I was gonna say, post hearing, if you have any data readily available or
something that you can substantiate -- 95%, 80% of the orders are, you know, or orders
originally ordered, but it'd be helpful. I'm not asking you to create anything special, but
if there's something that's available, that might be . . . that would go to this point.” (Tr.
at 110:3-13)

On average, approximately [ ] of Boeing’s 737 aircraft are delivered as originally

ordered; only about [ ] ofdeliveries involve a substitution to a different model?”

The following table shows the total percentage of substitutions for 737’s by contracted

delivery year from 20l4-2022:

Boeing’s customers [ ] substitution rights to provide them the flexibility

to adjust their order to their business and market needs closer to delivery. Substitutions typically

occur [ ] prior to delivery [

j. Boeing’s customers typically order the

model or models they know they will need (e.g,, buying a 737-700 for missions with insuflicient

demand to warrant a larger aircraft or for high/hot or constrained airfield needs) and make

relatively small adjustments to their order. Substitutions provide Boeing’s customers flexibility

to adjust their order book for any number ofreasons—they may up-gauge some aircraft to

accommodate passenger growth, down-gauge with decreased demand or to open new routes, or

choose a new model not available when they placed their order (e.g., when Boeing launched the

2°‘)There tend to be more substitutions when atnew model is launched. The table below provides the percentage of
deliveries substituted both including and excluding product launches.
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737 MAX 10). Nevertheless, [ ] of737 aircraft orders fo1g1a§p%8iTicDn%iie<i8fi1"esultin

deliveries for that same model.

19. Continuing on that line and to this question ofimminence and the question that you
can't base a threat on conjecture or supposition and so my question is were orders of
delivery are fluid and particular not in the 18 to 24-month period, but beyond that as
we have many examples of people changing their orders or sometimes even people even
getting out on them, given that fluidity isn't it kind of conjecture or speculation to say
what orders are going to beyond I'll say 24 months out? (Tr. at 103:3-12)Post-hearing,
can you maybe address examples where we've actually applied this in a period beyond
two years? (Tr. at 105:l3~l5)

It is well established that the Commission’s analysis of “imminence” depends on the

conditions ofcompetition in the industry. As the Court of International Trade has explained:

No bright-line test exists to determine when injury is imminent.
Congress, however, is presumed to have used Words in their
ordinary meaning. absent a contrary expressed intent. Both the
dictionary definition and case law from the CIT demonstrate that
the statutory term “imminent” only means impending. The term
does not necessarily mean . . . immediate. as the statute does not
establish any specific time limit governing when a potential action
can be characterized as imminent. In each ease the Contnvission

should look at z‘he_/acts‘and circumstances Qffhe industry, product,
and mar/celplaee [0 determine iffim‘her darnpetl or sulJsidl'zed
imports are 1'/nnzinenlzm

The Commission has previously found the “imminent” future to be longer than l-2 years

for example in Frozen Concentrated Orange Jaicefrom Brazil and Fresh Allanlie Salmon‘/rom

Chile, based on the time lag between production and deliveries. ln Large Newspaper Printing

Presses_fr01nGermany and Japan, the Commission assessed impact on the domestic industry

over a two-year period. but also recognized that the full revenue impact 01°sales (or lost sales)

N“ See /ls'0c1'aci0n ale Prnrl. cle5'0/ma/1 v True/'2a de Chile /IG v. I/S[T(.', l8O F. Supp. 2d i360, 1371-72 (Ct. l11t’]
Trade 2002) (internal citations omitted).
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would not show up in the domestic producers’ financial results for two or more years. because

the contract delivery period was spread over several years.2°2

Unique conditions ofcompetition are highly relevant to the ITC’s consideration of

“immincnce,” particularly in an industry like the 100- to l50-seat LCA industry. This industry is

characterized by high value, low volume purchases with an average lag time of 4-5 years

between order and delivery. Producers generally require at least l8-24 months’ notice in

advance of a delivery date, [

].Z°3The delivery stream for a large order typically spans several years. At

the same time, the critical point for the health of the domestic industry——thepoint at which

material injury is most acutely felt——isthe time of firm order; the outcome of firm order

decisions is what determines whether a U.S. 100- to 150-seat LCA program succeeds or fails.

Thus, firm orders in this industry generally remain “impending” Forat least 4-S years, and the

“imminence” standard should be interpreted accordingly.

Moreover, it is necessary for the Commission to consider a period longer than two years

in order to capture the full impact of injury. The commercial reality ofthe lOO-to 150-seat l.CA

industry is that ifa customer placed an order for 100 aircraft tomorrow, the very first delivery

may not take place for approximately two years, and the stream of deliveries from that order

would likely extend for several years thereafter. Thus, as in LNPP_//‘omGer/mmy arm’./apu//2,the

full financial impact ofa lost sale or a sale at depressed prices in the immediate future cannot

M See Gum (imp/sic Sysle/12,Inc. v. I/m'[edSta[e.s', 33 F. Supp. 2d 1082, I 103 (Ct. lnt’l Trade I998) (finding that the
Commission reasonably found imminent harm to domestic industry when financial effects otidumped subject
imports would not manifest themselves for two or more years).

7 4 . ' ’ ‘ ‘ H g H H ~ ( 4 4 /- H I~"‘Declaiat1onof[ ] para I0 l7 (Boein l7/1" PI€l16'lIlngBi ief Exhibit 47)
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possibly be captured in Boeing’s financial results in a l~2 year period. The Commission must

instead recognize that the unique conditions of competition in this industry dictate a longer

timeframe for assessing the imminence of injury.

However, even if the Commission were to adopt a shorter imminence timeframe, the

record still requires an affirmative threat determination. As [

] shows,2°4 the C Series is causing the domestic industry to

stiffer material adverse impacts right now. In addition, Boeing is capable of [

]_205

20. I guess the question I'm raising is, this goes to the interpretation that’s speculative and
conjecture, say, what's the standard there? And is that relevant here‘?(Tr. at 106:4-6)
I'm just raising the question, was it not the fluidity and those changes? And it may not.
But I'm just raising the question. (Tr. at 108:2-4)

The Commission has not defined a standard for “mere conjecture or supposition,” but

Citrosuco Paulista v. United States is instructive. There. the CIT upheld the Commission’s

finding that the planting of new orange trees in Brazil threatened imminent material injury, even

though orange trees require several years to mature and bear fruit, because Brazilian production

of oranges was already increasing and exporters had improved their capacity to produce orange

juice.2°(’ The CIT also held that the Commission properly discounted evidence that Brazilian

consumption of oranges would increase “because it was based upon speculations that orange

prices in Brazil would drop dramatically under the new monetary regulation adopted by the

3”‘See Affidavit o'F[ ], paras. 8-I3 (Boeing I2/l2 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 2).

205Declaration of[ ], para. 10 (Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Brietllixhibit 42).

30°See C1‘!/‘0.s'z/coP6124//$16!,S./l. v. United Slates. 704 F. Supp. 1075, 1094-96 (Ct. lnt'l Trade I988).
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Brazilian government (z'.e.,the ‘cruzado plan’), which would then increase demand by Brazilian

consumers Forfresh oranges. The Commissioners expressed doubt about the likely success of

the cruzado plan and, as a consequence, had reservations about the reliability of {the}

uncharacteristically low predictions of {orange juice} production."2°7

In this case, no speculation or conjecture is required to find that subject imports will

exceed the negligibility threshold, and increase to significant levels, in the imminent future. The

[

1208 Delta acknowledged at the Hearing that it

is contractually obligated to accept delivery of the C Series aircraft it ordered?” That is

sufficient evidence for the Commission to find there is a potential that imports will iinminently

exceed the negligibility threshold and increase to significant levels, in addition to the other

evidence ofpotential imports discussed in response to Question 2 above.

21. Are there any examples of the 737-700/MAX 7 operating with 100-125 seats?

Boeing has yet to deliver its first MAX 7, but there are several airlines that operate the

737-700 with fewer than l25 seats. Boeing does not have internal data on the seating

configurations of 737-700s as operated by customers. However, based on public Ascend data,

there are currently 143 737-700s in operation that are configured with fewer than 125 seats, 40 of

207Id. at I096.

Z03 [

]; Boeing l2/I2 Prchcaring Bricfat 70, 83-84.

3°"Hearing Tr. at 262 (May).
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which are operated by United Airlines in the United States with a 1l8—seatconfiguration.m The

smallest seating capacity for a 737-700 currently in operation is 112 seats?“

22. What number of orders do you need to make the MAX 7 a viable ongoing production
model? And could those orders come primarily or overwhelmingly from overseas? (Tr.
at 143:l7-20)

When Boeing developed the business case for the current MAX 7 design, it forecasted

that under conservative assumptions the MAX 7 would secure approximately [ ] orders over

the program’s [ ] lifespan. To date, however, the MAX 7 has only [ ] tirm orders,

despite the program being approximately six years old. As Boeing discussed in its pre-hearing

brief, based on its 2017 Current Market Outlook, Boeing projects global demand for 100- to 150

seat LCA will be [ ] units over the next 20 years.” Approximately [ ] of that

demand, or [ ] units, will come from U.S. customers?” Without any additional orders from

U.S. customers, Boeing would need to capture approximately [ ] of total non-U.S. demand

over the next 20 years in order to achieve the conservative goal for sales in the MAX 7 business

case. Given Bombardier’s and Airbus’ aggressive sales tactics, Boeing does not consider that to

be a realistic possibility.

“" See Ascend Data. attached as Exhibit l2.

2" See ft/.

3'3 See Boeing 12/12 Prchearing Brief at 41 11.183.

3'3 See id.
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23. In regard to the thing you raised earlier and Chairman Schmidtlein raised about the
scope and what it is, I was wondering if post-hearing you could take a look at footnote -
I'm sorry {footnote}37 on page 17 of B0mbar(lier's brief and if maybe they’ve got it
wrong or something, or just -- so if there's any clarification you think needs to be -
needs. (Tr. at l67:24-168:5)

Bombardier suggests in its pre-hearing brief that Boeing is attempting to change the

scope at a late stage in the investigation and that such a change would prevent the Commission

from conducting an adequate investigation?” Bombardier ignores the reality that Boeing has

not sought a scope change; the scope has always covered aircraft, whether fully orpartially

assembled?“ It is Boeing’s position that any antidumping or countervailing duty orders

resulting from these investigations would cover articles imported to the United States to

assemble the C Series in the United States as partially assembled aircraft?“ Because

Bombardier does not currently finish assembling the C Series in the United States, it has not yet

imported any articles into the United States for the purpose of doing so. At this stage,

Bombardier has no basis for asserting that its entirely notional “plan” for conducting C Series

Workin Mobile would preclude subject imports, since the Commerce Department has left open

the question ofwhether that “plan” would itself entail the importation of in-scope partially

assembled C Series aircraft. Specifically, the Commerce Department found that because there

was not “detailed information regarding the production process that would result from the

planned partnership between Bombardier and Airbus . . . it would be premature to conduct an

3” See Bombardier Prehearing Briefat l7 11.37.

2" See Notice Qflniliation Q/'Les.s>T/mm-Fc1ir-Va/zic I/wars"/igatio/1.‘ l00—I0 I5()~Seal Large Civil Ai/"era/i‘_/i'0/11
(jcinada, 82 Fed. Reg. 24,296, 24.300 (May 17, 2017); Commerce AD l&D Memo. at 4.

2”’See Boeing Brief, “‘l00- to l50-Scat Large Civil Aircraft from Canada: Briefon the Announced Airbus
Bombardier C Series Partnership” (Nov. I3, 2017), at 9-12.
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analysis or reach a determination where relevant information is not on the record and the planned

partnership has yet to be finalized.” 217

24. Boeing cites the I guess 1984Act about purchasing for importation and you know, this
definitely implied here no matter when the plane was imported -- I was wondering if
you might want to comment on that post-hearing and your views of that -- what We
should make of that provision? (Tr. at 302225-303:5) So anything that can be added
post-hearing on this from both sides I would appreciate, thank you. (Tr. at 305:4-6)

The Commission may, as a matter oflaw, base an affirmative threat determination on

sales for importation that will result in imports beyond the imminent period. GOC argued in its

pre-hearing brief and again during the Hearing that the Commission cannot, as a matter of law,

base an affirmative threat determination on sales that will result in imports beyond the

“imminent” time frame.” GOC’s argument is based on a misinterpretation of the statutory

language that, if accepted, would fundamentally transform the statutory scheme by writing the

“sales for importation” provision out of the Act. It would also provide a roadmap for

respondents to deny manufacturers oflarge capital goods access to the AD/CVD laws. GOC’s

position is without merit and the Commission should reject it.

A. Sections 701 and 731 of the Act Provide for the Imposition of Duties ifa
Domestic Industry Is Threatened with Material Injury by Reason of Sales of
Subject l\/Ierchandise for Importation, Regardless of When the Imports Take Place

Sections 701 and 731 of the Act provide that antidumping and countervailing duties

“shall” be imposed if the Commission determines that a domestic industry is “materially injured”

or “threatened with material injury” “by reason of imports of {subject} merchandise or by

reason Qfsa/e,s'(or {he likelihood ofsa/es) Q/that merchamlisefor in2porz‘ati0n.”2l9Thus. as the

2'7See Commerce AD l&D Memo. at 43 (emphasis added).

3"‘GOC Prehearing Brief at 18-26. While GOC devotes a significant portion of its pre~hearing briefto this issue,
Bombardier clearly recognizes that the argument lacks merit, as it devotes a single footnote to the topic. See
Bombardier Prehearing Brief at 68 n.27l.

1'” 19u,s.c.§ l67l(a); 19use. § 1673(emphasisadded).
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plain language makes clear. the imposition of antidumping and countervailing duties is

mandatory if there is a threat of material injury by reason of dumped or subsidized sales (or

likely sales) for importation, even if importation has not yet occurred. Nothing in these operative

provisions purports to impose a requirement that the subject merchandise be imported

imminently. Rather, as relevant here, the key question is whether the domestic industry is

“threatened with material injury” by “sales . . . . for importation.”

The statutory threat provision, section 77l(7)(F) of the Act, reflects this fact. It provides

that the Commission shall consider certain factors in making the statutorily required

determination “whether an industry in the United States is threatened with material injury by

reason of imports (or salesfor importation) of the subject merehandise.”22° Similarly, the final,

catch-all statutory threat factor in section 77l(7)(F)(i) further confirms that this is the critical

determination under the statute; it instructs the Commission to consider “any other demonstrable

adverse trends that indicate the probability that there is likely to be material injury by reason of

imports (or salefor impor/arion) of the subject merchandise (whether or not it is actually being

imported at the lz'me).’°22lThus, under the plain language of the Act, the Commission is charged

with determining whether the domestic industry is “threatened with material injury” by

“sales . . , for importation,” and it must reach an affirmative threat finding if the requisite sales

for importation and threat exist, even if there have not been any imports of the subject

merchandise at the time ofthe Commissionls determination, and even ifthe imports at issue will

occur beyond the “imminent” time frame.

33‘)I9 U.S.C l677(7)(F)(i) (emphasis added).

23' 19 U.S. 1 f 677(7)(F)(i)(lX) (emphasis added).

(“ 4

J1‘ <1‘/I
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The legislative history to section 701 of the Act confirms this interpretation, as it makes

clear that Congress intended to ensure that a domestic industry that was threatened with material

injury could obtain relief in cases where a product has not yet been imported into the United

States. For example, the House Report for the Trade Remedies Reform Act of 1984, which

added the “sold (or likely to be sold) for importation” language to the countervailing duty law,

states that Congress added the new language in order to clarify that the countervailing duty and

antidumping laws cover situations Wherethere have been sales (or will likely be sales) even if

imports have not yet taken place:

Section 101 of H.R. 4784 clarifies the applicability of
countervailing duty law t_o_siruationswhere czproduct has been 0r
is likely to be sold for importation but has no! actually been
imported. Subsection (a) amends section 70 l (a) to include the
phrase “or sold (or likely to be sold) for importation” after the
present enabling language of the statute, which refers solely to
merchandise imported. . . .222

In explaining the reasons for the change, the House Report not only reiterated this point,

but also made clear that Congress was adding the provision in large part to address the types of

large capital goods at issue here:

Section 101 is intended to eliminate uncertainties about the
authority of the Department ol“Commerce and the l'l'C to initiate
countervailing duty eases and to render determinations in situations
where actual irnporla/ion has not ye! occurred bi./1clsale for
importation has been completed or is inmzlnenz. Antidumping law
has, since its inception, applied not only to imports but to sales or
likely sales. However, there has been uncertainty as to the
application of countervailing duty law to such situations because of
the limiting language which refers solely to imports.

The amendment is particularly important in cases involving large
capital equipment, where loss ofa single sale can cause immediate

3” Trade Remedies Reform Act of I984, H. Rep. 98-725, (HR 4784), at 1l (emphasis added) (Boeing 5/24 Post
Confercnce Brict‘Exhibit 2); see also id. at 6 (stating that “Section I01 clarilies that the countervailing duty and
antidumping laws cover likely sales and certain leasing arrangements, as well as sales and imports that have already
occurred”).
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economic harm and where it may be impossible to offer
meaningful reliefif the investigation is not initiated until after
importation takes place. In eases where injury or threat of injury
from a subsidy may occur prior to actual importation. the
investigation should not await such importation . . . T223

GOC argues that the Commission cannot make a final affirmative threat determination

unless actual imports are imminent because section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act states that the

Commission shall consider the section 77 l (7)(F)(i) threat factors in determining whether “further

dumped or subsidized imports are imminent and whether material injury by reason ofimpoits

would occur unless an order is issued . . . F224 They further argue that “orders, sales and likely

sales cannot be used as a substitute for imminent imports as the basis for an affirmative threat

determination.”225 This argument conflicts with the text, history, and purpose of the statute.

As explained above, the key provisions of the statute that set forth the requirements for

imposing duties specifies that the Commission must find only that the domestic industry “is

threatened with material injury” from “sales” of the subject merchandise “for importation.”22(‘

That is the standard that must be satisfied. There is no statutory requirement that the sales result

in “imminent” importations. GOC°s attempt to rely on a paragraph buried in the definitions

section of the statute to fundamentally modify the statutory regime by imposing a brand new

imminent importation requirement conflicts with well-established canons of statutory

construction.

First, the Supreme Court has made clear that Congress “does not alter the fundamental

details ofa regulatory scheme in vague terms or ancillary provisions—it does not, one might say.

223Id. at ll (emphasis added).

22“GOC Prehearing Brief at Z0 (emphasis omitted).

1151;/.

11°19use l67l(a); 19U.S.C.§1673.
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hide elephants in mouseholes.” Whitman v. American Trucking A.rsns., Inc, 531 U.S. 457, 468

(2001). But that is precisely what GOC’s interpretation of Section 77l(7)(F)(ii) would do here.

It would fundamentally change the statutory regime due to the operation of two words in an

ancillary provision that does not itself set out the determination that the Commission must make.

If Congress wanted to impose an imminent importation requirement, it would have done so in the

provisions establishing the relevant standard.

Second, GOC’s interpretation would effectively write the “sales” tor “importation”

provisions out of the Act, contrary to the Commission’s duty “to give effect, if possible, to every

in
DJ
L4)

_o
L4.)
DJ

IK

Word Congress used.” Reiter v. Sono/one Corp, 442 U ) (l9'79).227 Specifically,

section 77l(7)(F)(ii) of the Act states that the Commission shall consider the section 77l(7)(F)(i)

threat factors in determining, in/er alia, whether “further” dumped or subsidized imports are

imminent. This necessarily implies that dumped or subsidized imports are already taking place

at the time that the Commission is making its determination, or that they have taken place in the

past. As noted above, however, it is incontrovertible that the countervailing duty and

antidumping laws provide for relief in cases where sales (or likely sales) for importation threaten

material injury, even if imports have not yet taken place, as GOC itself concedesm

To state the obvious, if imports have not yet taken place at the time that the Commission

is making its threat determination, then it is not possible for the Commission to make a finding

that “turther” imports are imminent. Therefore, if such a finding is a requirement for obtaining

237“It is an elementary rule of construction that effect must be given, if possible, to every word, clause and sentence
ofa statute. Courts construe a statute to give effect to all its provisions, so that no part is inoperative or superfluous,
void or insignificant, and so that one section does not destroy another, unless a provision is the result ofobvious
mistake or error.” 2A Sutherland Statutory Construction § 46:6 (7th ed.)

228Sec section 70l (referring to threatened material injury by reason ofiniports or “sales (or the likelihood ofsales) .
. . for importation”); section 731 (stating the same), section 77l(7)(F)(i) (referring to threatened material injury “by
reason of imports (or sales for importation) ofthe subject merchandise . . . Y’);see also GOC Prehearing Brief at 19
20.
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relief, then a domestic industry cannot obtain an affirmative finding of threat of material injury

in cases involving sales (or likely sales) for importation~—evenin cases where the first imports

would occur during the imminent period—notwithstanding the clear statutory language to the

contrary in sections 701, 731 and 77l(7)(F)(i).229 Thus, GOC’s interpretation must be wrong.23°

GOC’s interpretation also conflicts with the legislative history of section 77l(7)(F) and

the purpose of the amendments to the statute to permit imposition of duties to address sales or

likely sales that threaten material injury. Congress added the section 77l(7)(F) threat criteria to

the Act in 1984, the same year that it added the “sale for importation” language to section 701.

Notably, the text of section 77l(7)(F)(ii) when Congress added it in i984 was different than the

current text and referred to evidence of imminent injury; it did not require the Commission to

consider whether imports were imminent:

(ii) BASIS FOR DETERl\/llNATlON.*Any determination by the
Commission under this title that an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the
basis of mere conjecture or suppositionzil

The provision’s focus on the imminence of injury—and the absence of any reference to

the imminence of irnports—is consistent with the overall structure of the Act. As noted above,

for example, section 77l(7)(F)(i) requires the Commission to determine, inter cilia,whether a

domestic industry is threatened with material injury by reason of “sales for importation” of the

subject merchandise. Plainly. section 77l(7)(F)(i) allows for an affirmative threat finding in

2” The reference in section 77 l (7)(F)(ii) to material injury “by reason of imports” further supports this conclusion.
In cases involving sales for importation, it is the sales, and not the imports, that matter.

23°The GOC’s interpretation also makes no sense as a practical matter. lfthe Commission finds that there have
been sales for importation and that the sales are threatening to result in imminent material injury, why should it
matter when the actual imports occur? The purpose ofthe statute is to remedy dumping or subsidization that is
causing or threatening material injury, not to remedy dumping or subsidizatiou that is causing imports.

33‘ l9 U.S.C. § l677(7)(F)(ii) (1988) (emphasis added).
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cases where there have been sales for importation, but not actual imports. Indeed, as noted

above, when Congress added section 771(7)(F) to the statute in 1984, it simultaneously added

language to section 701 of the Act to clarify this very point.

Given Congress’ intent to ensure that a domestic industry could obtain the imposition of

duties in such cases, it would have made no sense to require the Commission to determine that

imports, as well as material injury, were imminent at the time of its determination. This would

have risked frustrating a primary purpose of the provision which-——asnoted above—was to

provide for the possibility of a remedy in large capital goods cases in which the loss of the sale is

the point at which injury occurs, and where the imports of the goods may occur years later. This

can be seen most clearly in the Statement of Administrative Action on the House bill:

Seclions ]01(a) (1), (2) and (b) amend sections 70l(a) and
705(b)(l) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (“the Act”) to explicitly permit
countervailing duty (“CVD”) investigations when there are present
sales for future delivery, but no present imports. The
Administration supports this proposal. As the CVD investigation
o"fRai1carsfrom Canada demonstrated, in situations where the sale
occurs years before actual importation, the loss Qfthe bid (sale to
c1_foreign competitor) is the point at which irgjz/ry0ccurs.232

In other words, it is the sale (or likely sale), not the imports that result from the sale, that is key.

As GOC notes, the current text of section 7'/l(7)(l*) dates to 1994, when the United

States implemented the Uruguay Round agreements. The legislative history to the Uruguay

Round Agreements Act specifically addresses the changes to the wording of section 77l(7)(F)

and explains that they were made to conform U.S. law to the text of the AD and SCM

3” S. Hrg. 98-I043 at 177 (Section-by-Section Analysis ol‘H.R. 4784) (emphasis added); see also Senate
Congressional Record, August l0, 1984, Explariation ofCommittee Amendment to H.R. 3398, page 23395 (stating
with respect to injurious sales for importation that “{t}his situation may arise particularly in transactions involving
capital goods, in which dc/We/‘ylimes may be .s'pread over"sevei"a1yeur.r 1121/there is u /urge inzmediare loss /0 U.S.
firms cu/iipe/[Hg wi//1 the i/npn/'1‘.s".”)(emphasis added).
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Agrecmcnts.233 However, there is no indication in the URAA Statement of Administrative

Action or in the Senate and House Reports that, in making the changes, Congress intended to

make substantive changes to the legal standard for an affirmative finding of threat. To the

contrary, the legislative history indicates the opposite. According to the SAA, for example:

Section 222(0) of the bill amends section 77l(7)(F) of the Act
regarding the basis for a threat determination and the list of
statutory factors considered in threat of material injury
determinations. N0 substantive change in Commission threat
analysis is required. . . . This new language is fully consistent with
the Commission’s practice in making threat determinations, the
existing statutory language which requires that threat
determinations be based on ‘evidence that the threat of material
injury is real and that actual injury is imminent,’ and judicial
precedent interpreting the statute.234

Unable to deny this clear statement of Congressional intent, GOC asserts that:

This statement in the SAA . . . makes absolutely clear that it was
the shared view of the Congress and the Administration in I994
that the pre-existing statutory provisions, including the 1984
statutory amendments adding the references to sales, the likelihood
of sales and sales for importation, did not dispense with the
statutory requirement that the existence of actual imports or
imminent future imports is a legal prerequisite to a finding of
threatened material injury.235

333GOC Prehearing Brief at 22. in trying tojustify its position that the Commission must find that imports are
imminent in cases involving sales for importation, the GOC argues that the drafters ofthe AD and SCM Agreements
“clearly contemplated the possibility that civil aircraft —capital goods with a long time lag between order and import
—could be subject to trade disputes.” lc/. at 23, n.67. In reality, the text it cites to support its assertion proves
nothing ofthe sort. While the GOC purports to cite Article 6, n.l5 ofthe AD Agreement, the text it is citing is
actually from Article 6, n.l5 ofthe SCM Avreement. See Boeing 5/24 Post-Conllerence Exhibit 20. There is no
equivalent text in the AD Agreement. In addition, the language the GOC is citing appears in the now-detiunct “dark
amber” provisions oithe SCM Agreement. Those provisions have nothing to do with antidumping or countervailing
duty cases, and nothing to do with the legal standard Forfindings ofthreatened material injury. Moreover, the
dratters included the reference to civil aircraft in the SCl\/IAgreement because the provision the footnote is attached
to —Article 6. l (a), which provides for findings of“deemed” serious prejudice in cases where the total ad valorem
suhsidization ofa product exceeded 5 percent Awas objectionable to the EU because their subsidies to Airbus (like
the subsidies for the C Series) exceeded that threshold. Thus, the EU demanded the footnote as a condition of
agreeing to the inclusion ot‘Articlc 6. l(a) itself.

3" SAA at 184 (emphasis added).

235GOC Prehearing Briefat 25.
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GOC is turning the SAA’s statement on its head.Z3(’As discussed above, it is

incontrovertible that, prior to 1994, the statute did not require that actual imports or imminent

future imports had to exist in order for the Department to reach an at‘firmative determination of

material injury or threat. To the contrary, the statute explicitly stated that the Commission could

reach an affirmative finding of threat on the basis ofsales (or likely sales),/or importation, and it

did not refer to imminent imp(Jrl‘Sat all.237 This explains why GOC has failed to quote the text of

this alleged pre-1994 “statutory requirement.” ln reality, no such requirement exists.

It is also clear that if Congress had intended to modify the legal standard as GOC asserts

when it amended the statute in 1994, it would have been a simple enough matter to amend the

core operative provisions in sections 701, 731 and the chapeau of 77l(7)(F)(i) to limit the

availability of duties in eases involving sales Forimportation to just those cases where the

Commission finds a threat of serious injury by reason of sales (or likely sales) that will result in

imminent imports?“ But Congress did not do so, confirming again that GOC’s interpretation is

incorrect.

Contrary to the GOC’s assertions, what the SAA actually makes clear is that it was the

shared Viewofthe Congress and the Administration that, notwithstanding their decision to

conform the text of section 77 l(7)(F)(ii) to the equivalent text of the AD and SCM Agreements,

they did not intend to make any substantive changes to the then-existing requirements under U.S.

23°In addition, the GOC‘s assertion mischaraeterizes the statute, which actually refers to “tiirthcr"’ imports, not
“iiiture” imports. This is an important distinction for the reasons discussed above.

3" See 19 USC l67l(a), I673, l677(7)(F)(i)-(ii) (1988).

23*For example, Congress could have amended section 701 to provide for affirmative determinations in cases where
a domestic industry is threatened with material injury by reason olirnports olilhe subject merchandise “or by reason
of sales (or the likelihood ofsales) that will lead to imminent imports ofthe subject merchandise.”
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law?” GOC’s position that the Commission cannot reach an affn"mativedetermination of

threatened material injury unless it finds that actual imports will enter during the “imminent

period”—even in eases involving sales (or likely sales) for importation--~would be just such a

substantive change.

Furthermore, GOC’s interpretation is not the only way to read Section 77l(7)(F)(ii). On

its face, the provision Simply provides guidance to the Commission in “making a determination

of whether further dumped or subsidized imports are imminent.” Such a determination might be

relevant to the statutory standard of whether the domestic industry “is threatened with material

injury,” and thus is a determination the Commission might make. But the plain language of the

provision does not say that there is no threat of material injury unless further imports are

imminent. Nor does it say the Commission cannot impose duties absent such a finding.

The statutory interpretation that gives meaning to all of the tenns of the statute—

including the references to “sales” for “importation” in sections 701, 731, and 771(7)(F)(i)—is

the Commission’s own approach to interpreting section 77l(7)(F)(ii). which is that the

Commission must find that actual “injury” is imminent —i.e., it must satisfy the legal standard of

the pre-1994 version of section 77l(7)(F)(ii) —notwithstanding the absence of any reference to

imminent injury in the current text of the provision.24° It would also be consistent with

23°The AD and SCM Agreements do not address the scenario ofmaterial injury or threat as a result of sales (or
likely sales) for importation (as opposed to injury or threat from actual imports). See, e.g., AD Agreement, art. 3.
Therefore, the texts ofthe agreements are worded in a manner that assumes imports are already occurring. See, e.g.,
AD Agreement, art. 3.7. However, there is nothing in either agreement stating that a WTO Member cannot reach an
affirmative threat finding in cases where there have been sales for importation, but not actual imports, and a
conclusion that there must he actual imports in order for the Commission to reach an afi"u"mativethreat finding under
U.S. law cannot be squared with the plain language ofthe Act. See also Uruguay Round Agreements Act, § l02(a)
(stating that “{n}o provision ofthe Uruguay Round Agreements, nor the application ofany such provision to any
person or circumstance, that is inconsistent with any law ofthe United States shall have et‘fect.”).

24°See, e.g., Large A/ew.s'pu;;>re/‘l’rir1![ng I’/"e.s.ms'mid Com/mnent.s' T/iereoff Whether .»ts.s"em/1/edor U/vaxsem/7/er/V.
front Germany andJapan, lnvestigations Nos. 73 l-TA-736 and 737 (Final), Pub. 2988 (August l996), at 34 n.220
(stating that, “{w}hile the language referring to imports being imminent (instead of‘actual injury’ being imminent
and threat being ‘real’) is a change from the prior provision, the S/\A indicates that the "new language is fully
consistent with the Commission's practice, the existing statutory language andjudicial precedent interpreting the
statute. S/\A at l84."’).
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Congressional intent which, as noted above, was to provide for the possibility ofrelief“in

situations where actual importation has not yet occurred but a sale for importation has been

completed or is imminent.”2’“

B. GOC’s interpretation of the Statute Would Lead to Absurd Results That Are
Directly Contrary to Congressional Intent

if the Commission were to accept GOC’s statutory interpretation, it would effectively

deny the domestic 100- to 150-seat LCA industry —and other manufacturers oflarge capital

goods with extended time lags between orders/sales and deliveries/shipments ~—access to the

AD/CVD laws. Indeed, it would provide a roadmap for respondents to structure their

transactions to insulate them from challenge. Moreover, it would have this effect even in cases

where the Commission finds clear and convincing evidence of imminent material injury by

reason of sales of the subject merchandise for importation —notwithstanding the repeated and

explicit statements of Congressional intent to provide for the possibility of relief in such

situations.

GOC implicitly admits this fact in its brief when it states that, “even ifthere were

evidence that Bombardier had a signed contract today for the export of LCA from Canada to the

United States, which there is not, the lead time from contract to delivery would mean that no

LCA could be delivered for at least three and likely five years. As a result. even a new sale made

today would not result in imminent iinports.”247'The Commission should carefully consider the

implications ofthis statement. If GOC’s interpretation of the Act is correct:

I Bombardier or another manufacturer of large capital goods could make a massively
dumped and subsidized sale of subject merchandise to a customer in the United States
with the understanding that it would commence deliveries in three years. Under GOC’s

1'“ Trade Remedies Reform Act of 1984, H. Rep. 98-725 at ll (Boeing 5/'24 Post-Conference Brief Exhibit 2)
(emphasis added).

Z“:GOC Prehcaring Briefat 15.
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interpretation ofthe Act, if Boeing or the equivalent U.S. manufacturer of the domestic
like product in question were to file AD and CVD cases, the Commission would be
compelled to reach a negative determination, even if the evidence overwhelmingly
demonstrated that the U.S. industry faced an imminent threat of material injury by reason
of the sale.

0 The only way for the domestic producer to avoid this result would be to wait at least a
year to re-file its petition in order to ensure that at least some imports of the dumped and
subsidized product would enter during the two-year “imminent period” that, according to
Bombardier and GOC, is the maximum period that the Commission may consider under
the law. And if the respondents reacted to the new filing by renegotiating the contract to
delay the first deliveries by a few additional months, the Commission would be
compelled to reach a negative determination again.

¢ Furthermore, during this mandatory one to two-year “waiting period,” respondents could
continue to target additional U.S. customers with massively dumped and subsidized sales,
locking up even more of the domestic market. if first deliveries were set to take place in
no less than two years, the domestic industry would be powerless to stop them. The
outcome would be clear: in industries such as this, where there are a finite number of
customers and infrequent opportunities to make sales, the domestic industry would suffer
irreparable material injury before an AD/CVD case would even become ripe.

This is the very scenario that Congress sought to preclude when it added the “sales for

importation” language to the Act.“ But it is an unavoidable consequence of GOC’s theory.

Therefore, either GOC’s interpretation is wrong, such that the Commission need not conclude

that imports, as well as injury, tnust be imminent in cases involving sales for importation, or the

Commission should interpret “imminent imports” in the context of this industry to encompass

the 4-5 year period that is standard for deliveries of LCA, or both, as Boeing respectfully

submits.

3"‘ Trade Remedies Reform Act of 1984, H. Rep. 98-725, (HR 4784), at l l (explaining that Congress added the
“sale for importation" language to address “cases involving large capital equipment, where loss ofa single sale can
cause immediate economic harm and where it may be impossible to offer meaningful relief ifthe investigation is not
initiated until after importation takes place. in cases where injury or threat ofinjury from a subsidy may occur prior
to actual importation, the investigation should not await such importation....”) (Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief
Exhibit 2).
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Questions from Commissioner Broadbent

25. Who‘s the customer that's alright with sitting at the end of an eight-year skyline or kind
of being bumped or adjusted ifyou were all going to start a new production for a new
contract? (Tr. at 84:3-7)

Boeing would like to clarify an apparent misconception about its skyline. Bombardier

argues that Boeing cannot increase production, or even be injured, because it has an eight-year

backlog, suggesting that in order to accommodate a new order, Boeing would have to bump an

existing customer to the end of that backlog. This argument fundamentally misunderstands

Boeing’s skyline management practices.

Boeing produces approximately 42 737 aircraft each month. Boeing delivers those

aircraft to a number of different customers who may have placed orders at very different points

in time. As Mr. I\/IcAllister testified at the Hearing: “{t}ypically, customers are spread across

the skyline. An individual eustomer’s order will occur over a number of years and they do that

in order to phase in airplanes in a non-disruptive way into the network versus being concentrated

in the end.”244 Thus, Boeing°s skyline reflects an intermingling of numerous multi-year order

streams for individual customers, with no single customer sitting at the end of the skyline

awaiting delivery of all the aircraft it ordered in a concentrated block, As explained in Exhibit

42 to Boeing’s pre-hearing brief, [

] for those aircraft.245

There are several skyline management levers Boeing can use to rearrange customers’

slots in its delivery schedule_24°and moving a customer’s contracted delivery date does not mean

that a customer gets bumped to the back ofthe line. [

3“ llearing Tr. at 84 (l\/lcAllister).

3'5 Declaration of[ }, para. 8 (Boeing I2/12 Prehearing Brief Exhibit 42).

3*"See is/., para. 9.
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].248 It is absolutely not the case that

Boeing would have to bump an existing customer to the end of an eight-year backlog to

accommodate a new order for 737-700s or MAX 7s.

26. I'm really struggling with the domestic like product as the Commission looks at it. And
I'm getting a tension in your arguments on domestic like product and
interchangeability. S0 on domestic like product you rely largely on the idea of physical
differences, particularly size and seat count limit the interchangeability between in
scope and out-of-scope aircraft. However, the seat count difference between the
smallest and the largest in-scope aircraft really exceeds the difference between the
craft's most similar out-of-scope aircraft. How can the Commission determine that
there is limited interchangeability between the 138 seat 737 Max 7 and 162 seat 737
800? But then again moderate to high interchangeability between the 130 seat 737 Max
7 and the 108 seat CS 100? (Tr. at 79:17 ~—80:7)

The record contains ample evidence demonstrating interchangeability between the

CS100, CS300, 737-700, and MAX 7 and the lack of interchangeability between in-scope LCA

and larger aircraft. First, the seat count difference between the CS100 and the 737-700/MAX 7

is not as stark as respondents would like the Commission to believe. As discussed above in

response to Question 16, airlines can and have chosen to fly the CSlOOwith more than 108 seats

and Boeing’s 737-700/MAX 7 with fewer than l38 seats. Moreover, in the United campaign,

Boeing competed its 737-700 in a [ ] configuration against the CSl00 in a [ j

configuration—z'.e.,a difference ofonly [ ] seats?”

2” See it/,, para. I0.

2“ See ia!'.,paras. 12-I8.

1""See Affidavit of[ ] at para. 8 (Petition Exhibit l0l); [

,1‘
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100- to 150-scat LCA and Bocing’s larger single aisle offerings. Just as seating capacity is

linked to aircraft size, other capabilities are connected to the aircraft size as well. In order to

accommodate 162 passengers, Boeing’s 737-800 and MAX 8 have longer fuselages and

therefore need to sacrifice some performance characteristics that the smaller CS100, CS300, 737

700 and MAX 7 possess due to the smaller size of those aircraft, as discussed extensively in our

prehearing briefm and below. As such, Boeing’s l00- to 150-seat LCA are not interchangeable

with its other single aisle LCA because they are uniquely suited to address airline needs for

certain routes and passenger loads in order to maximize profit?“

Third, these aircraft can serve airports with relatively short runways, thus increasing the

mmmmflmmmmmflmmmfiflmwwehwmmflwmwfimwmmmmwflwfl

[ ] U.S. airports that can only be served by the 737-700, not the 737-800, due to

dflkmnwshnmpfimnksfizThw,fimnmepmqwmneofmflmwsmvmmgfigmsmthme

airports (e.g., [ ]), it is similarly

undisputed that the two aircraft are not interchangeable for those missionsim Larger aircraft

such as the 737-800 and MAX 8 are performance-constrained at even more airports and suffer a

competitive disadvantaged due to reduced performance capabilities.254 Delta acknowledged at

the hearing that the 737-700 is “well-suited for certain unique missions” and that it keeps 737

350See Boeing 12/l2 Prehearing Briefat 27-33.

25‘See Nickelsburg Report at paras l7-21 (Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief Exhibit 8). 100- to l5O—seatLCA
also tend to have lower pilot costs than larger aircraft as well as and fewer crew needs. See l4 C.F.R. §
l21.39l(a)(4) (requiring an additional flight attendant beyond l50 passengers).

153See Nickelsburg Report at paras. 22-24 (Boeing 5/'24 Post-Conticrcncc Brict‘Exhibit 8); see also Boeing I2/I2
Prchearing Bricfat 28-29.

353See Nickelsburg Report at paras, 22-24 (Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief Exhibit 8).

Z54Boeing I2/I2 Prehearing Brief at 28-2‘).
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700 aircraft in its fleet for this very reason.255 Contrary to Dclta’s assertions, the limitations that

these differences impose on airlines are not trivial given the intricate networks of connecting

flights and transfers that airlines construct to maximize profitability.

This limited interchangeability is further reflected in the questionnaire data on the record.

The Staff Report shows that 7 out of9 customers view 100- to l50-seat LCA as only

“somewhat” interchangeable with the 737-800 and MAX 8 and none indicated that they are

“fully” interchangeable?“ In contrast, four U.S. customers, including [

], reported that in-scope LCA produced in the United States (i.e., 737-700 and MAX

7) were either “always” or “frequently” interchangeable with in-scope LCA produced in Canada

(z'.e.,csioo andcssoo)?“

The evidence on the record confirms that 100- to 150-seat aircraft are complementary to

larger single aisle aircraft and offer a distinct product to airline customers. At its December 2017

investor day, Bombardier CEO Alain Bellemare described the Airbus partnership as creating “a

great, strategic fit . . , between the C Series, the CS100, CS3O0 and the A320, A32 l 7258 This

framing of the C Series as a “strategic fit” with Airbus’ A320 and A321 is consistent with

Bombardier’s own consultant report from FlightAscend and its assessment of the competitive

landscape between the 737-700, MAX 7, and C Series. In that report, FlightAseend concludes

255Hearing Tr. at 198-l9‘) (May). In their questionnaire responses, [ ] similarly acknowledged that larger
LCA were incapable ofservicing certain missions or routes. See [ ] U.S. Importers" and/or Purchasers’
Questionnaire Response (Final), Question lV~l(b).

35°See Stafl'Report at l-22, Table l-2. The Staff report notes that “U.S. iinporter/purchasers were nearly unanimous
in viewing . . . interchangeability of l00- to 150-sez1tLCAas mostly or somewhat comparable to other single aisle
LCA.” Id. at I-20. However, unpacking this statement reveals that both [ ] as well as [ ] out
0f9 responding importcrs/purchasers responded [ I, Id. at l-22, Table l-2.

2" See StaffReport at ll-40; [ 1U.S. importers’ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response
(Final), Question III-23; [ ] U.S. Importers’ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final),
Question III-23; [ } U.S. importers‘ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question
Ill-23.

33*Bombardier Investor and Analyst Day, Bloomberg Transcript (Dec. 14, 2017), attached as Exhibit 3.
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that “complementing MAX 8 orders” was a leading reason for why airline customers have

ordered the C Series, instead of the MAX 7.259For example, Air Canada’s recent CS300 order

(at a below-cost pricezfio)was meant to fulfill “what would otherwise be a ‘large gap’ between

the 76-seat regional jets . . . and the roughly l60-seat Boeing 737 MAX 8726‘ The fact that these

airlines are filling gaps with the C Series, not the 737700 and MAX 7, is a testament to the

direct competition between Bombardier’s and Boeing’s l00- to 150-seat LCA models. And the

fact that these airlines have continued to order MAX 8 and MAX 9 speaks to the lack of

competition between those large single aisle aircraft and aircraft in the l00- to l50-seat market.

27. Okay. Mr. McAllister, is it true that Southwest Airlines plans to configure the {MAX}7
to seat 155 passengers? (Tr. at 148:7-9)

Bombardier cited a news article in support of its assertion that Southwest Airlines plans

to configure the 737 MAX 7 with 155 seats. That news article is [

]. This further demonstrates that 150 seats is a clear dividing line

3*"Bombardier Prehearing Brief, Attachment A, FlightAseend Report at 3 l.

36°See Petition at 125.

3°‘Bombardier Prehearing Brief, Attachment A, FlightAscend Report at 27.

2“?See 737 MAX 7 Layout. attached as Exhibit l3.
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between LCA markets —not an arbitrary line between small single aisle LCA and larger single

aisle LCA, as Bombardier erroneously argues.2°3

28. We got a statement on thc record from a Darryl Jenkins of the American Aviation
Institute saying, for years, Boeing has ignored the smaller-sized aircraft, which the
large network carriers did not use due to scope-clause agreements with their pilot
unions, the labor contracts. Basically the scope-clauses were used as economic
arbitrage to let smaller regional airlines, which paid their pilots less, fly smaller aircraft
from less populated areas to their hubs. Delta Airlines was the first major airline to
have a 100-seat wages assigned to their mainline pilots. Could you please explain how
the scope-clauses work in the airline industry, and if they have any relevance to the
conditions of competition in this case? (Tr. at 1l2:15 —113:4)

As discussed above, some U.S. airlines operate what are called hub—and-spokenetworks

that link smaller cities to the airline’s network hub. These airlines typically have separate

regional carriers that operate the routes feeding traflic into the network hub, and the regional

carriers operate regional jets or turboprops. Most airline pilot groups in the United States are

unionized and work under a collective bargaining agreement or a pilot working agreement with

the “mainline” U.S. airlines. Their contracts include what are referred to as “scope clauses,”

which define the type of flying covered by the contract and under what circumstances the

mainline airlines can use regional carriers to ily routes.2("’ Scope clauses are intended to protect

pilots by preventing the mainline US. carrier from outsourcing too many routes to low-cost,

regional carriers.265 Scope clauses are complex, and commonly dictate the number of regional

jets that can be operated as a ratio of the number of LCA operated by airline?“ Scope clauses

also limit regional jets’ maximum takeoff weight to 86,000 lbs and limit seating capacity to 76

2“ See Bombardier Prehearing Brief at l6.

2°“See The Changing Scope Clause Errv/'!'r)1'm1en/.\'.mba, at 2 (July l l, 2017), attached as Exhibit 14.

3“ See id.

M’ See id. at 4,
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seats?“ Scope clauses primarily limit the interchangeability of regional jets and small single

aisle LCA.

29. If there are no imports in the next 18 to 24 months, but there are sales made in that
period, are subject imports negligible‘?(Tr. at 11l:14-16)

No. As an initial matter, as discussed above in response to Question 2, the statute states

that the Commission “shall not treat imports as negligible if it determines that there is a potential

that imports . . . will imminently account for more than 3 percent of the volume of all such

merchandise imported into the United States.”268 Boeing explained in its response to Question 2

why there is no reasonable basis for the Commission to conclude that there is no potential for

non-negligible imports in this case. As such, the premise of this question-—~thatit is possible to

state with certainty that there will be no imports in the next 18 to 24 months~»~isnot well

founded.

With that said, even if one were to assume for the sake of argument that it was possible to

conclude with certainty that there would be no such imports, it is still the case that subject

imports would not be negligible. This question reflects GOC’s argument that the Commission

cannot make a negligibility determination in the threat context on the basis of sales (or likely

sales) for importation, and that it must find instead that imports are existing or imminent?” The

Commission addressed the GOC’s arguments in its preliminary determination and properly

rejected them.” It should do so again for purposes ofits final determination.

367See Ir/.

2“ See GOC Prehearing Brietat 16-l9.

3"”See GOC Prehearing Brief at 16-l9.

37°See Preliminary D€i€I'IIIlll3llOIl,USITC Pub. -4702 at 20-22 and n.90. Boeing agrees with the Com1nission’s
reasoriiiw in the cited footnote. includin" its citation ot the determination in the En Iilweretl Process Gus T1!/'/Jo

‘ =~ ~ . P . _ . 5 . , .
Q.()III/)I’(!.$‘.S‘r)I‘S_y.vie/n.v_/m/11./ups/11 investigation, see ia’., and hereby incorporates the entirety ofthe discussion by
re liere iicc.
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As the Commission explained in its preliminary determination, “the statute makes clear

that the Commission may base an affirmative threat determination on ‘sales (or the likelihood of

sales) of {subject} merchandise’ or ‘sales for importation,’ which refer to sales of subject

unponsIornnponanoninthefuuueFQ7'lndeed,Secnons701 mu173loftheiactexphcublmaw

that antidumping and countervailing duties “shall” be imposed if the Commission determines

that a domestic industry is “materially injured” or “threatened with material injury” “by reason of

imports of {subject} merchandise or by reason Qfsales (or the likelihood 0f sales) of that

nzerchandisejor imp0rIarz'0n.”272Thus, as the plain language makes clear, the imposition of

antidumping and countervailing duties is niandalory if there is a threat of material injury by

reason of dumped or subsidized sales (or likely sales) for importation, even if importation has not

yet occurred. Nothing in these operative provisions purports to impose a requirement that the

subject merchandise must have already been imported, or that it must be imported in the

imminent future. To the contrary, there need not even have been sales for importation, provided

that such sales are likely. The statutory language pertaining to negligibility must be interpreted

in light of this explicit statutory requirement.

G()C’s argument on this topic is a variant ofthe argument it made with respect to the

“imminent imports” language in section 771(7)(F)(ii), and it is wrong for the same reasons that

Boeing discussed above in its response to Question 24. The record evidence shows that there has

been a sale for importation, and Boeing has explained in detail why there is a threat ofmaterial

17‘lc/. at n.90 (citations omitted).

37319 U.S.C. § l67l(a); 19 U.S.C. § I673 (emphasis added).
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injury as a result ofthat sale. That is all the statute requires for an affirmative determination.273

If there are additional sales for importation in the next two years——ora likelihood of sales for

importation»-~that would serve only to buttress this conclusion.

30. Please respond to Bombardier's arguments on page 37 to 40 Withinyour post-hearing
brief. These arguments concern whether the domestic industry producing all single
aisle large civil aircraft are threatened with material injury. (Tr. at 175:6-10)

Even if the Commission were to find that all single aisle LCA constitutes a single like

product, it should nevertheless find that the U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by

reason of dumped and subsidized imports or sales for importation of the subject merchandise.

Notwithstanding the trends in the trade and financial data for all single aisle LCA categories in

the aggregate, the loss of sales and/or depression of prices caused by unfair competition in the

small single aisle LCA category will cause future injury that is material by any reasonable

measure. B01nbardier‘s argument implies that a historically successful domestic industry cannot

be materially threatened. However, Congress has expressly made clear that an industry need not

show it is actually losing money to establish vulnerability. Congress amended the lTC’s injury

273in addition to the foregoing, Boeing respectfully submits that the purpose ofthe negligibility provision is to
provide for negative determinations for particular countries in multi-country investigations when the country’s
producers are responsible Foronly a negligible portion otitotal imports from all ofthe countries under investigation.
lt is not meant to establish a threshold requirement that there must be actual imports, as opposed to sales for
importation, in investigations involving a single country (e.g., investigations such as this one where a single country
is responsible for 100 percent of total imports ofthc subject merchandise, but the imports have not yet occurred).
This conclusion is clear not only from the text ofthe provision itself——whichprovides for a comparison between the
imports from the particular country in question and tl_tal imports of such merchandise into the United States—but
also from the Act’s legislative history. As the Senate Report explains:

Section 222(d) amends the I930 Tarit‘t‘Act to add a new section, 77l(24), which incorporates the
Agreements’ definitions of negligible imports in antiduinping and countervailing duty investigations. New
section 77l(24) establishes the general rule, as set forth in Article 5.8 ofthe Antidumping Agreement, that
impoitsjrom a particular cozmlrjyare negligible itthey account for lcss than three percent of mm] imports
ofthc product in question. . . YThe Committee does not intend to mandate any particular method for
estimating the share oftolal inrpu/‘lshalt! by each szlbjecl country. . . .

S. Rep. l03—4l2at 56-57 (emphasis added). The negotiating history of/trticle 5.8 ofthe AD Agreement also
supports this conclusion, as it shows that the negligibility requirement reflected concerns raised by smaller countries
that they were being included in investigations where their exporters had minimal market shares.
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criteria in the Trade Preferences Extension Act of 2015 to make clear that profitable industries

are entitled to relief from unfairly traded imports: “The Commission may not determine that

there is no material injury or threat of material injury to an industry... merely because that

industry is profitable or because the performance of that industry has recently impr0ved.”274

This language makes clear that current profitability of a domestic industry cannot preclude a

finding that the domestic industry is vulnerable to material injury from the subject imports.275

The imminent injury to Boeing’s single aisle LCA will manifest itself in several ways.

First, each lost sale represents tens of millions, if not hundreds of millions or even billions, of

dollars of lost revenues and tens or hundreds of millions of dollars of lost profits. As Mr.

McAllister testified at the Hearing, Boeing’s l0O- to l5O-seat LCA have been responsible for

over l,2O0 orders and are expected to generate billions in revenue for Boeing over the next

twenty years if competition is on fair terms.27° Contrary to respondents’ assertions, Boeing

cannot simply replace MAX 7 revenue and sales lost to dumped C Series with its other aircraft,

nor does it desire to do so. Without a healthy MAX 7 aircraft program, Boeing will be unable to

compete for near-term sales opportunities for l00- to l50-seat aircraft as the fleet replacement

cycle resumes for this type of aircraft, and by missing out on those near-term sales, it will also be

shut out of tens of billions of dollars in additional sales over the longer term as the C Series locks

up major customers now for follow-on orders later. As the Staff Report notes, the industry is

dominated by few very large orders to a few customers.” The Commission has found that in

an industry with a small number of repeat customers, “even a modest rise in import penetration

27“See Trade Preferences Extension Act of20l5, See. 503(a), codified at I9 U.S.C. § l677(7)(J).

175The same conditions ofeompetition that make the 100- to l50~seat LC/\ market vulnerable apply to B0eing’s
entire family ofsingle aisle aircraft. See Petition at l7-25.

37"Hearing Tr. at ='l5~46(l\/leAllister).

277Staff Report at ll-5.
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would cause a significant diminution of domestic producers’ market share and profitability and

cause material injury to the domestic industry.”278 Reductions in sales revenues and operating

income associated with one lost sale in this industry exceed the total revenues and operating

income ofmany industries before the Commission. Even under a broader “like product,” this

injury should be treated as material.

Second, Boeing has developed a multi-aircraft single aisle LCA strategy to compete with

Airbus. The European consortium offers three discrete single aisle LCA models: the A319,

A320, and A32 l. Boeing and Airbus compete fiercely for customers that are attracted to the

family concept; e.g., large volume customers like Southwest, Alaska, Spirit, and JetBlue that

seek the operating cost advantages that accrue from flying different-sized aircraft from the same

manufacturer. If competition with the C Series kills the MAX 7, Boeing will not be able to offer

the same range of single aisle products that Airbus will offer. Its products will be less attractive

to those large volume customers that embrace the single-aisle, same-manufacturer concept.

Consequently, Boeing’s future sales of larger LCA models would also suffer, even if those

models don’t compete directly with the C Series. This is perhaps the biggest threat that the C

Series poses to the entire 737 program.

This threat would be amplified greatly by an Airbus takeover of the C Series program. As

stated by l\/lr.Novick at the hearing, Airbus would be in a position to offer its A319 to legacy

customers, but at the same time market its C Series in the same market to those customers that

are less interested in the benefits 0'fco1nmonality.m Against that formidable product range,

Boeinv would be able to offer onlv a reduced famil 'of737s.1: , 3

27“Certain Laser L/'gl1z-Scattering /I7.S‘[I'l1Ill(3I’l[Sand Pr//'l.s‘T/icrco/_'fi‘0InJapan, lnv. No. 73 l -TA-455 (Final), USITC
Pub. 2328 (Nov. i990) at 23.

1””Hearing Tr. at I23-124 (Novick).
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Third, and finally, the research and development costs for the MAX 7 will not be

recouped. Boeing spends at least hundreds of millions of dollars to develop each version of its

737 aircraft, including the 737 l\/lAX7.2g°In addition, introducing a new aircraft into production

requires substantial capital expenditures on tooling and equipment. The reduction of the MAX-7

to orphan or zombie aircraft status would severely impede Boeing’s ability to fully recoup its

investment in research and development, tooling and equipment. Once again, hundreds of

millions of dollars is “material,” whether it is lost revenues, or unrecovered investment in

research and development.

The Government of Canada seemingly argues in its brief that Boeing will not experience

material injury due to its strong financial position overall, without any qualifications to the like

product definition.” However, the Commission has stated that it “does not examine the effects

of subject imports on overall corporate operations, but only on the U,S. operations producing the

domestic like produet.”282 The Commission should consider “the effects ofthe subject imports

on production of the like product only.”283 Even assuming it were possible to replace lost sales

of the like product with sales olia different product, that does not mean the domestic industry

would not suffer material injury. That Boeing may change its business strategy with respect to

other aircraft products to compensate liordumped subject imports does not alter the

Commission’s like-product or injury analysis. In its investigation of Chinese and Vietnamese

38° Boeing l2/12 Prehearing Brietiat l l l.

23'See Government ot‘Canada Prehearing Brief at 55-58.

282Fe/'/‘ova/wt/izinzflu/n C.‘/1/rmam/Sui/I/1 /l/‘rice/, lnv. Nos. 73 l-TA-986 and 987 (Review), USITC Pub. 4046 (Nov.
2008) at l0; see also 19 U.S.C. § l677(4)(D) (“The effect olidumped imports or imports of merchandise benefiting
from a countervailable subsidy shall be assessed in relation to the United States production ofa domestic like
product ifavailablc data permit the separate identification of production in terms of such criteria as the production
process or the producer's prolits.”).

Z83Cerlain Colored Sim//relic‘ (lrgcmic (J/e0/"esz‘n0z:sPigment Dr's_zJer's1‘0ns_fi'0/21Inc/Ia. lnv. Nos. 70l~TA-436 and
73l-TA-l042 (Preliminary), USITC Pub, 3615 (July 2003) at I6 n.l 12.
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wind tower imports, the Commission found material injury to the domestic industry, although

one domestic producer “shifted to production of l0O meter wind towers in response to

competition from subject imports in the 80 meter segment.“’284This was true despite “the value

of U.S. producers’ net sales increas{ing}” in part due to “costs associated with the shift in

product mix toward larger wind towers.”285 The financial condition of the Boeing 737 family is

not relevant to the Commission’s injury analysis of a properly defined domestic like product, one

that includes only the 737-700 and 737 MAX 7.

31. On page 43 of B0mbardier’s brief and page 1 of Delta's brief, they describe Boeing
and Airbus as having abandoned the low end of the single aisle market. Why do
you think that Boeing and Airbus did this? And why did Bombardier see in this -
and what did Bombardier see in this part of the market that Boeing and Airbus did
not‘? (Tr. at 227:1-6)

Bombardier responded to this question by referring to Boeing’s (and Airbus’) supposed

sub-optimization ofaircraft in the l00- to 150-seat market, in contrast to the supposedly

optimized C Series and its allegedly “large Operating advantage against those products.”23" It is

necessary to clarify that Bombardier"s response is both contradicted by the evidence and an

attempt to convert the C Series’ massive subsidization into a defense against an affirmative

determination.

Bombardier contends that the C Series is so advanced and optimized for the small single

aisle market that the 737-700 and MAX 7 are uncompetitive.” As an initial matter, this is an

attempt to distract from the decisive role of Bombardier’s aggressive pricing in the C Series’

Z8‘Uti/lily Scale Wind Tower.s‘A/ru/11C/vi/ta and Vielmw/11,lnv. Nos. 701-TA-486 and 73 l-TA-l l9S-l 196 (Final),
USITC Pub. NQ4372, EliZl 11.17] (Feb. Z013).

385L/0'/flyScale Wind '[ower.x'fro/11China and V/‘cmam, lnv. Nos. 70l-TA-486 and 73 l-TA—ll95-l 196 (Final),
USITC Pub. No.4372, at 25—26(Feb. Z()l3).

1*"Hearing Tr. at 227 (Dewar).

3*”Hearing Tr. at 227 (Dewar); Bombardier Prehearing Brielat 58.
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commercial fortunes. The C Series’ supposed superiority in terms of design and technology

meant very little for major U.S. sales of the C Series until Bombardier adopted its low-price

strategy in 2015, Likewise, Delta did not need to see how the C Series performed in service with

Swiss and airBaltic before ordering the C Seriesfit ordered when Bombardier offered brand

new aircraft at used aircraft prices.

Indeed, if Bombardier’s position had merit, one would expect to see C Series prices that

are so much higher than 737-700/MAX 7 prices that Boeing cannot offset the C Series value

advantage with price discounts and still obtain a return sufficient to justify producing the aircraft

for customers. In fact, [

]_2ss

Moreover, the Commerce Department recently confirmed that the C Series has been

dumped at the extreme level of79.82% and massively subsidized at a rate of 212.39%?” These

findings~—-the212.39 CVD rate in pa1ticular—conf1rm that the C Series, and all the aircraft

features that Bombardier cites as a competitive advantage, would not exist at all, and would be

absent from the U.S. market, if fair trading conditions prevailed. As Bombardier indicated in its

prehearing brief, C Series duties of this magnitude are “prohibitive” for any U.S. airline.29O

In sum, the C Series is Winning the competition against the domestic like product because

Bombardier is using subsidies to price aggressively, not because it developed a better airplane,

2*“See Boeing l2/l2 Prehearing Brief at 95-98.

289See I 00- I0 /50-Seal Large Civil /lirc/‘rt/Zfro/11Canac/a: Final /lj/i/"/21¢:/iveDela/"miimzian Q/Su/es at Less Thu/1
Fair Value, 82 Fed. Reg. # (lnt’l Trade Admin. Dec. I8. 2017); See lO()~lo l5()~ScurLarge Civil /li/'crcgflfr0m
Cr/nut/a.‘ Fina! Cmurtervui/mg D1./zyDererminution, 82 Fed. Reg. “M(lnt’l Trade Admin. Dec. I8, 2017).

29°See Bombardier Prehearing Briefat I3.
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Additional Ouestions from Commissioners and Staff (Sent to Boeing on December 2l,_
20l7[

32. Please explain why United chose to convert its 2015 order of 737-700s to 737-800$.
Please also provide the list price and net price paid per plane for the original order of
700s as well as the converted order of 800s, and explain how the price for the 800s was
determined.

Please see response to Question l above.

33. Please provide annual projected U.S. deliveries of all single aisle LCA, by model,
through 2022.

Please see the chart below:
-—--—

34. Why did Boeing increase the seating capacity from the 126 seats in the 737-700 to 138
seats in the MAX 7?

Boeing revised the 7375/’s design to better compete with the C Series and A3 l9neo. and

[

].

Within the l00~l 50-seat market. a model with a seating capacity advantage will typically

offer more value to customers than competing models in that market, all else equal. Increasing
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the 737-7’s seating capacity [ ] Boeing to respond to the

competitive challenges posed by the C Series and the A3 l9neo.

The C Series challenge became clear when Bombardier targeted United and Delta with

aggressively priced C Series airplanes in late 2015/early 2016. In addition, Airbus was

marketing the A3 l 9neo with a typical 2~class capacity of 140 seats, despite the fact A319neo had

the same fuselage length as the 124-seat A3l9ceo. [

].

Boeing also saw the potential to [

].

ln sum, Boeing viewed the enhanced 737 MAX 7 design as [ ] to

improve its competitiveness in the 100- to 150-seat market. ln 201 l, Boeing committed [
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] to develop, in succession, the 737 MAX 8, 737 MAX 9, and 737 MAX 7 as

advanced successors to the 737-800, 737-900ER, and 737-700, respectively. In late 2015 and

early 2016, Boeing recognized that the C Series had used aggressive pricing to become a true

threat throughout the U.S. market. [

]. In contrast, Boeing

was able to justify the necessary investment to increase the 737 MAX 7’s seating capacity, in

conjunction with the 737 MAX 7’s advanced CFM LEAP-1B engines and enhanced

aerodynamics, to offer more value to customers and improve the MAX 7’s competitiveness.

To date, however, Boeing [

]. Bombardier is still aggressively marketing the

C Series to U.S. customers, and Boeing has yet to earn any significant orders since the enhanced

737 MAX 7 design was announced in mid-2016.

35. Regarding the skyline data that Boeing provided in spreadsheet form as a supplement
to -itsproducer questionnaire response, please explain why the production projections
vary by month, as well as how those variations relate to your firm’s total production
capacity for both 100- to 150-seat LCA and other single aisle LCA. Please also provide a
detailed explanation of how Boeing would increase its capacity should more orders for
100- to 150~seatLCA be added to this skyline.

While there are a few unique issues that will drive variations in .Boeing’s production

projections, the biggest and simplest driver is the number of working days in a month. Boeing

typically describes its production rate in the simple terms ol“‘airplanes per month.” However,

production projections and the skyline profile they create are really a measure ofoutput per

working day. ln 2017, Boeing’s Renton facility was producing [
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] 42 airplanes a month, and

that is how Boeing describes its monthly production rate. In reality, the months of the year have

different numbers of working days, based on the calendar and Boeing holidays. A dramatic

comparison is December 2017, which has only [ ] working days, to October 2017, which has

[ ] working days. So ifthe Renton facility produces [

]. This variation is reflected in the skyline Boeing submitted with its U.S. producers’

questionnaire response.

Boeing has multiple levers it can use to address new customer interest in sales campaigns

when its existing commitments already fill the current production plan, z'.e.,the skyline is “sold

out.”291 The first involves how Boeing manages its skyline and in particular its use of [

j. While most deliveries occur as originally scheduled (as discussed

in Question 18), Boeing knows there will be some customers who, at a later date, seek to delay

or cancel their orders. As a result, Boeing continues to sell airplanes [ ] its current

planned production. [

]. In sum, Boeing’s ability to sell and build additional airplanes for a new

customer does not necessarily require increasing its production plan, even with the backlog of

sold airplanes it currently has on its books.

3"‘See also Boeing U.S. Producers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Questions ll-1 ld, ll-1 le; Boeing [2/12
Prehearing Briefat 6!-62; Declaration of! } (Boeing 12/I2 Prchcaring Brict‘Exhibit 42).
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However, Boeing does continuously monitor market demand against its production plan

and has processes in place to grow the production plan as needed, should there be significant

increases in customer demand that its skyline management processes cannot address. ln fact,

Boeing has implemented increases in its production plan on a nearly annual basis because

demand for the larger 737 models has warranted those increases.

An increase in the production plan begins with Boeing [

}. As an

example, today Boeing’s current production plan is to ramp up to 57 airplanes a month, [

], all associated actions needed arc implemented with sufficient lead time to allow

Boeing to match market demand.
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The specific actions Boeing and its suppliers would take to increase the current

production rate vary greatly by production facility and type of work involved. Actions may

include: [

]. Within Boeing’s final assembly

facility in Renton, [

].

ln short, Boeing has and will continue to grow capacity as needed to support market

demand for the different 737 models, including the 737 MAX 7. By undertaking a capacity

increase, Boeing would create additional delivery slots that could accommodate new orders and

near-term delivery positions for the MAX 7, in addition to the delivery positions that could be

made available through Boeing’s skyline management practices. However, if Bombardier

continues its aggressive pursuit of U.S. customers, the C Series will cement its position as the

dominant 100- to 150-seat LCA program, and it will be very difficult for Boeing to win any
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significant new orders for the MAX 7, resulting in lost sales, production, profits, and work for its

employees.

36. At pages 264-265of the hearing transcript, Mr. Mitchell of Bombardier describes jets
with ranges of less than 2900 nautical miles as being able to fly from Washington DC to
Los Angeles, and possessing the ability to cover “anywhere you want in North America
and beyond.” He also stated that the Embraer190 E-2 and 195 E-2 can “definitely do
transcon,” and that airlines “very rarely” request transcon capability. How do you
respond to these statements?

Boeing considers that 2,900 nautical miles (“nm”) is an accurate approximate for true

transcontinental range, and that Embraer’s E-jets, including the 190-E2 and 195-E2, do not have

true transcontinental range.292

Boeing believes that a generic range of approximately 2.900nm is a good proxy for

transcontinental range capability. There are a number of factors that necessitate an aircraft

having overall range capability that is significantly longer than the shortest distance between two

geographical points, such as the distance between two cities on a route. Flying into headwinds is

the biggest driver of this additional range requirement. Most east to west transcontinental flights

face headwinds, which means an aircraft has to fly significantly further through the air than the

ground distance. If an airplane faces 80 knot headwinds on a 5 hour flight. it is the effective

equivalent of traveling an additional 400nmi llor example, a flight from New York to Los

Angeles is 2,200nm on the ground. But when you factor in the headwinds that an airplane will

fly against during the winter, that airplane may need to routinely fly over 2,700nm through the

air to complete the mission due to facing approximately 85 knot headwinds. Below is a chart

2” To clarify, the 717 aircraft does not have transcontinental range. (.)‘.'Hearing Tr. at 176-I77 (Nickelsburg).
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showing additional examples of East Coast to West Coast flights, estimating performance based

on 85% probability winter winds:293

Equivalent Still

Track Dist

("ml
(ESAD)

("ml

Air Distance Added
Distance

(Hm)

Cruise
Altitude

(100fi) W

Cruise
Wind

(kt)
YULto SFO 2,265 2,680 415 320/340/360 ~70/-72/-71

VJFK to SEA 2,160 2,600 440 320/340/350 _qM_M-78/-79/-77
BOS to LAX 2,330 2,838 508 340/360/380 -as/-as/481 l
BOS to SEA 2,226 2,664

i

438 320/340/360 -Y6/:22/-7;
7FK to SFO 2,308 2,796 488 340/360 —81/-80

2,434 2,893 459 340/360/380 -73/-74/~72M1/;\"t9’sEA

i MIAto sro 2,308 2,784 476 320/340/360/380 -74/—78/-80/»8O

JFK to LAX

IAD to LAX

2,209 2,710 501 320/340/360 -83/-85/-86
1,982 2,438 456 320/340/260“/380 -83/-86/-87/~86

LAX to IAD 1,982 l 1,848 -134 350/370 33/36

Boeing and its customers consider that range capability over 2,900nm is required to

consistently fly these transcontinental routes.

In addition to headwinds, there are several other elements which contribute to the

2,900nm generic range requirement for transcontinental flights. Airplanes often fly along

“airways” in the sky or use non-direct routings that are longer than the shortest distance between

two cities. Boeing typically adds an extra [ ] to the great-circle distance between two cities

to model this impact, which can add [ ] to a 2,200nm trip. Older airplanes also burn more

fuel, so an airline needs a margin on range so that when 15 years old the airplane will still be

able to fly the required route. This can reduce the 2,900nm generic range by about 5Onm.

Additional weight will also reduce an aircraft’s range, and airlines in the United States often

assume heavier passenger and baggage weights than the standard generic assumptions of225lbs

per passenger. If an airline assumes 235lbs per passenger for a 138-seat aircraft, the extra

Z97’85% is a common generic assumption which means that winds will be equal to or more favorable 85% ofthe
time, but worse 15% oithe time.
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l.380lbs can notably reduce the aircraft’s range capability. In-flight entertainment systems and

other airline configuration decisions can also add significant weight to the airplane. All ofthese

factors mean that an airplane that is brand new needs the capability to lly 2,900nm in a given

configuration in order to operate on transcontinental routes of 2,200nm between two cities during

periods of strong winter winds, with heavy passengers, and when the aircraft is older and

somewhat degraded.

[

]. Boeing also notes that the referenced

Washington, DC to Los Angeles transcontinental route is 30011111shorter range than some of the

more challenging transcontinental routes like New York to San Francisco.

Lastly —Boeing recognizes that average daily operations for small single aisle LCA will

be on missions of around 500-lO00nm. However, when airlines purchase aircraft they rely on

being able to have the flexibility to serve a variety of routes across their networks, as discussed

in response to Question 18. Flying transcontinental has become a requirement in the small single

aisle LCA segment. When airlines make purchasing decisions, one of the areas they always

focus is on the capabilities of the airplanes on their most challenging current and future possible

routes. Even though transcontinental routes may be a small percentage ofthe overall routes an

airline flies, these routes are critical both to an airline’s profitability and to having a complete

network for its passengers and airlines require this capability in the 100- to 150-seat LC/-\

market.
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37. Please provide the annual value (in USD) of aircraft parts for 100- to 150-seat LCA
imported/projected to be imported into the United States by your firm from 2014
through 2022. Please separate into imports from Canada and imports from all other
countries and provide a list of the type of parts contained therein.

Please see the charts below showing the values (in USD millions) and types of aircraft

parts imported/projected to be imported for the 737-700 and MAX 7. [

].

I----— ---—

Below is the list oliparts imported for the 737-700 and MAX 7. [

]:
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38. If the Commission decides to define the domestic like product as all single aisle large
civil aircraft, it will need to assess conditions of competition in that market as opposed
to the narrower 100-to 150-seat market.

a. What key distinctions, if any, would you draw between the demand
conditions in the market for in-scope 100- to 150-seat LCA and the market
for all single aisle LCA?

While there are some common general drivers of demand that impact all single aisle LCA

in the same or similar fashion, there nevertheless are clear differences in demand among the

principal categories of single aisle LCA ~~differences which support a finding that there are clear

dividing lines between 100-to 150-seat LC/\ and larger LCA. As the graph showing the global

order outlook provided in the Flight Ascend report vividly demonstrates, demand levels for

individual single aisle LC/\s are not similar, nor does demand change by small gradations
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between adjacent models. The graph, as depicted below, shows the total global order outlook for

the C Series, the 737 MAX family, and the A319/A320/A32lneo familyzm
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If all single aisle LCA models were a true “continuum” product, as Bombardier

incorrectly argues, one would expect to see similar, or only slightly different, levels of demand

between adjacent models. Arbitrage would have a tendency to equalize order volumes over time

Indeed, if the MAX 7 and MAX 8 were being purchased by customers to serve the same end

uses, you would expect to see far more MAX 7 orders. Because it is the cheaper alternative, in

fact, it would make sense for airlines to choose this model over the MAX 8, if they truly were

capable of performing the same mission for the airline customers. The graph, however, shows a

huge difference in total orders for the MAX 7 and MAX 8.

2°‘Flight Ascend Expert Report, Chart 9 at 26 (Attachment A to Bombardier Prehearing Brief).
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What the graph clearly shows, however, is distinctly different demand levels that reflect

three different markets for the following three major categories: l) small (which corresponds

exactly to the scope of these investigations); 2) medium; and 3) large.” Within each ofthese

three categories, the level of demand for each model is much closer. This suggests that models

within each of the three demand groups are substitutable. ln addition, the graphic also

demonstrates a far larger break in the demand conditions between the small and medium LCA

categories than the medium and large LCA categories, suggesting that there is even less

substitution between small and medium than there is between medium and large.

Demand, therefore, across all single aisle LCA categories is not uniform. As the graph

shows, demand for medium LCA is much higher than demand in the small single aisle LCA

aircraft. Those differences are a function ofvery different market conditions, including the

following:

Q Size of the rllarket: While the size of the 100- to 150-seat single aisle LCA market is
significant and worth at least tens of billions of dollars over the next 20 years, it is
smaller than the size of the markets for medium and large single aisle LCA market. The
questionnaire responses of [ ] confirm this.296

1 Place in the Replacement Cycle: Demand for 100- to 150-seat LCA was particularly
high in the 2000s. Accordingly, order volumes have declined in recent years. However,

demand is expected to increase in the imminent future as current aircraft fleets approach
retirement age and need to be replaced with similarly sized aircraft. 297By contrast, there
is currently substantially higher order volume in the medium and large single aisle LCA
categories.

295 Upon further review, Boeing believes that the bar entitled “Max TBD“ refers to announced MAX orders for
which the specific model (-7, -8, or -9) has not been announced. Boeing believes that the majority ofthose airplanes
when specific models are finalized, will be [ ] aircraft. Thus, the reclassification ofthc “Max TBDs” would
[ ] the differences in demand levels.

M See[ ] U.S. Importers’ and/or Purchasers’ Questionnaire Response (Final), Question Ill
2b.

Z97Boeing l2/l2 Prehearing Briefat 45-46: Niekelsburg Report, paras. 48-51 (Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief
Exhibit 8).
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ln sum, notwithstanding some common demand conditions, there are clear differences in

dmnmm.ThmedembmflsdmnmmnmemmqmvmmhymmflmsmgemfleLCAnummtmnma

continuum.

b. What key distinctions, if any, would you draw between the supply conditions
in the market for in-scope 100- to 150-seat LCA and the market for all single
aisle LCA?

Supply conditions in the 100- to 150-seat single aisle LCA category and other single aisle

LCA categories are similar in some important respeetsm In particular, whatever the category,

LCA production is capital intensive, R&D intensive, and skilled labor intensive. The

devdopnmntofaneumnodelEwesyemsandhunmedsofnnhkmsorbflhonsofdoflam.Pnvme

capital markets generally have been unwilling to fund the development ofnew aircraft programs.

Thus, new model development is financed either through internal cash flows (Boeing) or by risk

indifferent governments willing to subsidize national champion manufacturers (Airbus and

Bombardier). If the former, then the manufacturer must obtain large volumes ofprofitable sales

tofimmmflmnmugmwmfimufimmmfi.Tmsmeqmdmwnuemflmemhfiapmgamshk,

“mentoohngandinvmnonedcoflshavebeenexpcnsed

Another important supply condition, regardless of LCA category, is that manufacturers

swkmrmmupmmmmmnmqmwwammmmkfikflmfimmmymmsmfimjnommm

maximize cost efficiencies associated with getting down the learning curve.

Nonetheless, there are some meaningful differences between l00- to 150-seat LCA and

larger LCA. Most importantly, there is a notable difference in the order/production rate

equilibrium for 100- to 150-seat single aisle LCA versus other single aisle LCA categories. The

only category with three bona fide manufacturers, as opposed to two, is the 100- to I50-seat

3"“ See Niekelsburg Report at paras. 99-1 I4 (Boeing 5/24 Post-Conference Brief Exhibit 8).
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single aisle market segment due to Bombardier’s entry. As such, that market segment has

substantial unfilled production slots over the next few years, driven by Bombardier’s lack of

orders for its existing and contemplated assembly lines.” Because manufacturers want to sell

out during for their production ramp up period, this unused capacity incentivizes Bombardier to

price aggressively simply to fill production slots.

c. What conclusions should the Commission draw with respect to
substitutability and the importance of price when looking at the market for
all single aisle LCA?

With respect to substitutability, it is clear that, if all categories of single aisle LCA

produced in the United States were considered a single like product, then substitution between

the foreign like product and imports is somewhat limited. Because of the major differences in

seat count, operating costs, and price, the foreign like product does not compete with the medium

and large single aisle LCA models produced by Boeing. Because of these huge physical

differences, the Bombardier C Series and the Boeing MAX-8, -9, and 10 are not economically

comparable. In fact, in its prehearing brief, Bombardier concedes that “the C Series presents no

competitive threat whatsoever to the MAX 8, 9, and 107300

2°‘)See Boeing I2/I2 Prehearing Brief at 74.

3”’Bombardier Preheat-ing Briefat 39.
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